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TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

The Nin feature of a telephone systea ia ita di•naion.

The Bell

Telephone network contains 9.500 switching centres. A typical centre is
connected to about 10,000 or 20.000 lines, but this number may reach in
the largest ones 100.000. Therefore the cost is a very sisnifJcant
criterion in the design of a telephone exc~n&•• The figures give~ by
C

~

•

•

•

the Bell Laboratories for the amount of progN1Ding iavolve4 in ,the .ESS/4
.'',

system are 200.000 woNa for the instruction code•~ 250.000 for the
tables.

Another point ia the real time aspect. . A signal from the

environment arrives every ten or so milliseconds and IIUSt be treated in ·a
short period of tiae.

The nUlllber of calls a syate• is able to handle is

ciearly liaited by the amount of activation time required for each call.
The figul'e of 350.000 call attempts per hour is given for the aaximum

.

-

capacity of an ESS/-. system.

Reliability ia 1110re a queation of avoiding

a c011plete breakdown of the entire system than a problem of providing each
subscriber with a perfect service.

Calla can be lost but the systn is

not allowed to bNak down for more than 5 hours in 40 years.
the moat striking characteristics of telephone systems.

These

are

In the first

section of this thesis the operation of aanual, autOMtic and c011puter

controlled telephone aystellll!S is described in order to establish a good
understanding of the probloa anfi the techniques by which they are
resolved.

In the aecond section the requiraenta of high level languages
,

£or telephone exchanges are considered in the light of these problftlB and
techniques.

l.

Manual Telephone Systems.
A manual telephone network consists of a set of operators scatteNd

around the country.

•

Each one has control of his own local linea and NY

co•unicate with a subset of the operators via trunk lines.

In front of

each operator there is a board which contains for each local and trunk line
•. a lamp which is switched on when the corresponding subscriber lifts his
receiver or when the corresponding operator seizes the trunk line - the
laJllp is switched off when the subscriber bangs up hia receiver or the·

operator releases the line - and a socket to connect the line with another
one using a wire with two plugs.
Between two operators there may be several trunk lines.
having a lamp for each trunk line
additional line for each operator.

we

Instead of

may have a single lamp and an
This additional line is used by the two

operators to communicate information, set up and release calls.

There are

operators which are not connected with subscribers, they aN only in charge
of trunk lines.

The network possesses some kind of tree structure and con

be represented by a multi-graph in which the nodes are the operators.

There

are as many edges as available trunk lines between operators.
What does the operator do to make a connection?

When a subscriber

lifts his receiver the corresponding lamp is switched on.

The operator

chooses amongst the lighted lamps which call to handle and asks the
subscriber which number be wants.

A call is identified by the number of

the calling and the called lines.

Making a connection consists of finding

an available path in the JDUlti ..grapb between tvo linu.
knowledge of the state of the network:
can make the connection.
step by step:

Nobody

baa c011plete

there is no central co...nd which

Therefore the establiahllent of a call is done

the operator, A11 in chars• of the calling line does the

following actions.

If the call is for a local line the operator ....
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sees quickly from the board if the called lint! is free or not.

If the l ::. rt,·'

is busy the call is aborted by telling the calling subscriber.

Otherwis•e

the operator sends 'tlhe ringing tone to the wanted subscriber.
answers the operator links the sockets of the tV'o subscribers.

When he
If the ca]J

is not for a local line the operator determines which operator. B. is t he
following node in the path between the two subscribers.
tella him which number he wants.

He calls Band

It is now the job of the operator B to

uke the connection which he does in the same way.

When the called

subscriber is reached successfully the first operator'is told that he can
connect the calling line with a trunk line and they agree on which trunk
line to use.

The release of the connection is also done step by step.

When one of the two operators at the ends of the path has detected that a
lamp baa been switched off he calls the next operator to Nleaae the

connection.
With such a scheme an operator cannot control a lot of lines, even an
experienced one who can uae the waiting periods to deal with other

connections.

A call in which several operators are involved can take a

very long time to be set up.

A great advantage however of a manual system

is th• quality of service that may be provided.

The nuaber of linea that

an operator controls is not very large and so he may have a lot of
information on each subscriber.

A doctor can very easily have all the calls

to bis surgery rereuted to his house during the evening just by telling the
operator in charge of his office line.

The flexibility that the manual

sy•tn provides is certainly its main advantage.

Because of the li•ited

area the operator controls he can easily adapt himself to the changes in
the network (addition of new operators, new subscribers, modification of
the network).

However automatic telephone systems have replaced aanual
\

ones nearly everywhere.

The advantages of autoaation are the increase in

ape-1 of establishing a call• the economy, in the long term. due to the

,

.... .

replacement of a hundred or so operators by a .single piece of equipment~
. and the improv...nt in privacy:

in small villages, iu which pao,pte know

eacb other, the pro1'lem of privacy can be significant.

Briefly we can say

that an automatic system works i n ~he sa¥Ge way as a manual one.

The exchange

-

notices that a receiver has been lifted.

-

connects a register in order to receive the dialling digits
and sends .a dialling tone.

-

When the digits are received, analyses them in order to
determine if the call is local or not

-

in the case where the call is local, it tests if the line is

free or ncrt.

If it is free it sends the ringing tone.

When the

called subscriber has lifted his receiver it makes the connection
through the switching unit.

During the speech peri<>4 the call

is controlle,1 by pieces of equipment called junctors which detect
the end of th~ call.

It disconnects the lines and sends the

appropriate tone to the subscriber that is still on the line to
inform him of the end of the call.
-

in the case where the call is not local, information is sent
between the two switching ceutres in order to establish the
connection.

The first switching centre sends some of the dialled

digits to the second one in the same way as for a nmual system.
A path in the multi-graph ia built step by step.
switching centre which sends the ringing tone.

It is the last
When the called

auhscriberanawers all the registers are disconnected, only the
junctors remain in each switching centre to detect the end of the
call.

When one subscriber hangs up his receiver this information

go•s through _each switching centre along the path and the

connections .re undone.
C

In the next chapter we shall see in

1DON

detail how an automatic centre works.

2.

Automatic Telephone Systems.
The history of the telephone began in 1876 with the American,

Alexander Graham Bell.

The first automatic -telephone exchange appeared

very soon after at the electricity exposition in Paris in 1881, but i t
gave access to only 8 subscribers.

with Almon Strowger [ref. Tl].

The real start occurred 10 years l at .;:,:·

The number of subscribers was 75 and t he

way the systell worked was very simple (see fig. 2.1).

Each subscriber

possessed 2 boxes with 5 buttons connected by wires to a selection
mechanism.

There was such a mechanism per subscriber and it consisted of

a fixed cylinder, to the external surface of which were connected all the

subscribers' lines.

The caller 1 s line was connected to a hand which could

move inside the cylinder.

Each subscriber's number consisted of three

digits and the selection was done digit by digit.

caller wanted the number 567:

Let us suppose that a

he pushed five times on the first buttor1

(the hand went up 5 steps), then 6 tiMs on the second button (the ha~d

•

rotated 6 tenths of the circumference) and finally 7 times on the third
button (the hand rotated 7 hundredths of the circumference.
was then complete.

The switchinE.

The caller pushed another button which sent the ring i ng

tone to the called subscriber.

At the end of the call he pushed another

button which reset the hand to the initial position.

One such mechani5~

per subscriber took a lot of room and there was a severe limitation on

ttK'

nwnber of subscribers.
Improvements followed which led to the present day teleph<me.

The

old mechanisms, involving a lot of mechanical 1D0Vements and therefore
having a high rate of break-down, were replaced by

WION

sophisticated

pieces of equipment such as rotary selectors, croaabar and reed-relay

matrices.

Subscribers no longer needed their own selection mechanisms.
·,

The step by step mechanism directly affected by the pulses of the rotary
dial gave place to the use of registers collecting the d i g i t s , ~

,)...

,,
I
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building a path through the switching unit an,d junctor circ1,1J:ts
controlling the connection and detecting the end of the call.

c:lavicea were uaed

'bo

Electronic

analyse the digits and. trenalate the• into routing

information. and infol'llation on ·the subscribers was kept in core meaorie~..
The first c011puter•controlled switc~ing appeared in the l9SO'a from the

Bell Laboratories.
We have said that an automatic system perforu the same operations
as an operator~

We shall describe in this chapter how the calla are

handled by the switching centre and what the different techniques which
may be used are.

General Description
The main units in an aut011atic centre are the switching unit and t he
c01BOn control.

The latter my be either any electronic device monitoring

•the different tasks perfol'lled by the pieces of equipment (scanner, link ,

register, sender) or a computer handling some of these tasks by using a
core store or other meaory.
following chapter.

The computer will be introduced in the

The role of the switching unit is to •lee a connection

between any two lines coming into the centre.
kinds:

These lines are of two

local lines (with a low occupation, O.l erlang:

the proportion of

tille the line ia uaed) connecting subscribers with their local exchange,
and tl'l&Dk lines (vith a higher rate o ... erlang) connecting switching
.. . . . .

centNs.

The difference of rate is the reason why local and trunk lines

are physically separated. The right-hand aide of fig. 2 .2 deals with
concentrated traffic.
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The local lines go through a concentrator before getting into the
switching unit;

part of the concentrator and of the equipment conn.cted

to the local lines may be re1110te if s011e subscribers are clustered.

The

units of line equipment detect the lifting of the receivers and are
scanned by the scanner which sends to the c011110n control the identity of
the lines on which an off-hook situation bas occurred since the last scan.

But a subscriber can lift his receiver for either of two reasons:
to establish a call or he answers to a ringing tone.

he wants

The c01111110n control

is able to distinguish between the two cases - in the latter it knova
that it baa sent a ringing tone on the line and therefore that the
subscriber has been call ed .

Clt may of course happen that a subscriber
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has lifted his receiver to make a call just before a ringing.tone is sent
to him and the cC>mllOn control is unable to recognise the situation. which
is fortunately neither colllllOn nor serious). - A call can also originate
from a trunk line when a signal is received from it.

The call is now handled by the common control.

During the call

direct connections are made through the switching unit to the registers.
junctors and signal devices.

Enough equipment is provided to enable the

system to operate during peak traffic.

First a register is selected ~bich

sends the dialling tone and collects the digits;

it will also detect a

subscriber cancelling his call during the dialling phase.
then analysed:

The digits are

the first part of them gives the type of the call. for a

local line, a trunk line or for a special service.

(In the case of a call

coming from a trunk line a signal device is connected to it which sends a
signal corresponding to the dialling tone).

Different paths are then followed by the common control.

If the call

is to a local line, a connection is made from the calling line to a junctor
and from the junctor to the called line and the register is released.

junctor detects the end of the call.

The

It someti11es provides the ringing

current and detects the lifting of the called subscriber's receiver.

If

the call is to a trunk line, the first digits give the number of the trunk.
A

signal device is connected to it which sends a "seize" signal which

corresponds for the called switching centre, B, to the off-hook state
denoting the beginning of a call.

When the dialling signal is sent by B

a .connection is made from the register to the trunk line and the digits are
then sent.

The first centre waits for a signal from B saying that the

called subscriber is on the line;

when the signal arrives the centre

releases the register and comi~cts a jl.mctor which will detect the end of
the call.

Signalling Technisues
First of all we make a distinction between signal. tone and speech.
Speech involves two•human beings.
will be described later.

The problem of trannitting this speech

A tone is sent by a hardware device to the

subscriber and informs him about the state of his call (dialling tone,
busy tone, etc.) or attracts the attention of the called subscriber

(ringing current) even though, from the point of view of the switching
centre the latter can be called a signal,

A signal involves two hardware

devices and goes through trunk lines (or through a special channel carrying
all signals for a set of trunks - this is tenned c0111110n channel signalling).
Signals are used for the establishment and for the release of a call.

We

shall also use the term signal to cover information coming from a
~ubscriber to a switching centre.
We can also distinguish between register-to-register signals and line
.signals from t he .senders.

Because of the large variety of control

signalling a speeial path, called SP on fig. 2-2 is 111ade froll the sender
to the trunk to translate the li,ne signals.

Furthermore line signals

involve only two switching centres while regist_er-to-regiater signal.a
involve all the centres traversed by the call.

The CCITT (Com.t,

Consultatif International pour le Telegraphe et le T6lephone) has defined
standards for signals.

This is important because it allows a saving in

devices for translating the signal from one system to another system.

It

is especially important for register-to-register signals which can travel
through various centres in various countries.

A symbol for example is

composed of a combination of two frequencies.

For example, two frequencies,

697 and 1209 Hzt are sent at the same time to transait the symbol l (see

fig. 2-3).

The standard needs to be wide enough to avoid the risk of
·,

misinterpretation and to allow for the growth of the syste• by giving new
interpretations to some signals.

An ex!!!Ple of standard

1209

•

1477

1336

Hz

l

2

3

697

4

5

6

770

7

8

9

852

10

11

12

9 4-1

Fig. 2-3

These signals are sent on the same line and generally in the sa11e frequency

band as the speech.

This can cause problems especially with the "cut-off "

&ignal which defines the end of the speech.

A better solution is for a

group of trunks to have a special channel on which all the signals needed
· ~y the calls on these trunks are transmitted.

This special path will

transmit digital information inst ead of signals.

This may be specially

useful with the use of computers by simpligying the interface.

Each uni t of

information can be, for e>t811lple, a packet containing the number of the path
together with the signal.

This method is also more convenient for digital

transmission which we discuss later.

Network Hierarch1

The reason for having a hierarchy of switching centres is the
minimization of the number and the length of trunks used.

The time to

establish a call is clearly a function of the number of centNl'l!I.
2 centres at most are needed in a

fully-connected network.

But

Only
we

cannot

affOl'd to hav• trunk lines crossing a country to join every pair of small

local exchanges.

The subscribers' lines of ~ _given area are. connected to

a local exchange, which handles all the calla coming from or arriving at
its area.

When a call is for another local . exchange it cannot go directly

to this exchange unless these exchanges are connected by a special line,
called a junction.
areas.

Connected local exchanges are often found in urban

Usually such a call goes through a second level of switching centre,

called a group switching centre (GSC).

In the sa111e manner a GSC has its

own area and because they are not connected together a third level of

centre, a district switching centre (DSC), is used, then a fourth, a Nin
switching centre (MSC).

The MSCs are fully connected with each other and

links exist from some of the MSCs to foreign networks via international
lines.

Lines between local exchanges, GSCa, DSCs and MSCs are called trunk

lines but only between the two last levels are techniques to share
facilities used (see below) on four-wire lines.

For our interest it is

worthwhile noting that the ayate11s in local exchanges, GSCs, DSCa and MSCa
will possess their own particular features {type of lines coming in: local
or t:ru.nk lines, difference of traffic, difference of tasks).

TraMmission Techniques
There are three kinds of lines according to the direction of data or

voice through them:
- simplex:

only one direction;

- half-duplex:
... duplex:

two directions but one at a time;

both directions at the same time •

Simplex lines are not used i n the telephone system.

Speech of course

lllUSt

go in both directions at the same time.

The subscribers are connected to

their local exchange by two-wi~e lines.

Thia kind of line can only be used

in half-duplex mode for data-transmission because the modellS which are
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needed to make the digital-analogue transfonr.ation require t1:'o wires fo:t'
each direction.

Special leased 4-wire lines are needed when the

subscribers want a quplex mode of transmission of data.

Two different

techniques are used to share transmiss i on lines, namely frequency division
muleiplexing (FDM} and titne division multiplexing (TDM).
The frequency of hwnan voice varies between 100 Hz and Sk Hz.
Reducing the bandwidt h to j,jk Hz does not significantly affect the quality
of the voice.

The idea of FDM is to modify in frequency the voice to be

able to share a 4nk Hz line between n circuits.
number i with O
(ref. T4).

~

A frequency Fon channel

i < n is given instead a frequency 4,000 • i - F (Hz).

With this method a line can carry 214 channels or• even several

thousands by grouping them in several levels :

for example cocescial

cables can carry up t o 10,000 circuits and millimeter waveguide up to
200,000.

Any slight shift in the frequency is accepted in speech

connunication but is unacceptable for data transmission.
Time division multiplexing is used for digital transmission.

Before

using this method speech must be converted into digital form using either
delta modulation or pulse code modulation .

Delta modulation, used in

military syste111S, makes use of an integrator and a clock to note the changes
in the speech signal and to connect this information into digits.

This

technique is simple but is not particularly suitable for telephones where
good quality transmis s i on is required.
used:

Pulse code modulation is frequently

the amplitude of tho signal is measured at the rate of 8,000 times

per second and connected into 6 digits, one for the sign and 5 for the
absolute value.

The noise in this technique is due to the quantisation of

amplitude in time.

The rate of 8,000 per second restricts the signal

bandwidth to half this frequency, i.e. 4000 Hz, which is the upper bound
frequency of voice.

This direct measure of the amplitude is not well

adapted to low levels of amplitude.

In fact by measuring the logarithm of

the amplitude we can represent a scale of o to 4,096 (12 l:ai~) by 7 bits and
have a better quantisation for low amplitudes.

With one sign bit and seven

value bits, a singl• speech channel carr•ies 8x8,000

= 64,000 bit/a. With

time division multiplexing several channels of rate Tare •ultiplexed onto
a single line.

In the exasaple of fig. 2-4 3 channels are multiplexed to use

a single line of rate 3T.

One packet of information is taken from each line

cyclically and sent on the shared line.

The Bell Tl system carries

24 channels at l.544 M bit/s but a new standard advocates 32 channel

carriers.

In the latter system two channels are used for signalling

(common channel signalling) and for synchronization purpose.

_______,.TOM

Fig • .2-4

Digital transmission is considered more reliable than analogue transmission
because repeaters and regenerators of signals know the shape of the
wavefo?"JII.

Some problems arise due to the need of synchronization of the

repeaters on the lines.

A technique used is to represent Obits by zero

volt and l bits by alternatively positive and negative voltage.

The

synchronized syste11 consists of a "ringing circuit", the resonant frequency
of which is the frequency of the line.

In speech transmission th~ 0-bits

and l•bits are well distributed but in data transmission too many zeros 11ay
cause a loss of synchronization that can be avoided by inserting
synchronization charact ers from ' time to time.

The trend nowadays is for

the use of digital transmission but a given line can carry 1110re channels
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using FDM than using TDM.

However the use of digit-1 techni~ues for

telephone calls is more suitable for data and enables the use of time
division switching 1techni4ues that can lead .to economy in the construct ion
of switching centres.
When using the telephone network for data the best technique is
undoubtedly to have a leased line which ia adapted to this purpose.

But i t

is possible to tranpit data on the telephone network even if it has not
been built for this purpose.

We need modems at each end to transform the

d&ta from digital to analogue and back again.

for this:

I

Three techniques are used

aaplitude IIIOdulation, the 1110st used method where 4, 8 or 16

different levels of amplitude replace respectively 2, 3 or 4 bits;
frequency modulation in which two frequencies are used to represent O and
l or phase moq.ulation which more often represents 2 bits by four phases in
quadrature.

Switching Techniques
The role of the switching unit is to e~tablish a connection between
any two lines (local. or trunk) entering the centre.

The switching unit

deals with separate circuits so that when multiplexing is used between

switching centres, circuits need to be dellUltiplexed.
The dialling digits detennine, ·after analysis, which line is needed
for the establishment of a call.

There are two techniques for establishing

a route through tbe switch, namely space division or time division,
according to whether the representation of infor11ation is analogue or
digital.

Space division switching establishes a ~hyaical connec~ion between
the calling line and the called line.

A first approxi1111tion is to IIBke all

the lines cross eacq other as in fig. 2-5.

Here we have set up

connections between line land~. line 3 and 7, and lines 8 and 9.
n•line switching cent:re n(n-1)/2 crosspoints are needed.

For an

Technical concerns

in fact make this kind of switch hard to realize and liait the size.

The

advantages are that only one crosspoint ha& to be set to establish a
connection and that th~ _~rstem .is. non-blocKing (i.e. any connection at any

time between available lines is possible).
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Fig. 2-5
In fig. 2~6 the syste1ft is composed of input boxes and output boxes.
Each box is a 4x~ or 8x8 matrix of relays allowing any connection between
its input and output lines.
box.

Each input box is connected with each output

But this systea is blocking, e.g. if lines land 2 are connected

then line• 3 and~ cannot be.
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Fig. 2-6

The blocking is avoided with an intermediary level of boxes as in fig. 2-7.

19

.,

i

l

Fig. 2-7

Each input and output box ia connected with each box of this extra level.
It is always possible to eatabli~h any given set of connections but adding
one extra connection may be impossible if re•awangnent of existing calls
is not allowed.

It i• of course possible to add new boxes in order to have
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a non-blocking system without re-arrange11ent.
non-blocking is not a strong requirement.

But for telephone exchanges

Saving relays may lead to an

important econOII}'. 'With such a scheme there are not only tests to check
whether the lines are free but we must also teat that the actual state of
the switch allows the connection.

In fact in real switching centres lines

are not connected directly during the talking period but via a junctor.
Only the number of junctors necessary to deal with pealc traffic is provided
and a concentration of lines is done by a first level of matrix.

If the

nwnber of calls exceeds the capacity of the centre the extra calla are
rejected.

There is a saving of relays and junctors by this way, but

because of the indirect connection and the techniques uaed 6 to 8 crosspoint•
need to be set and cleared per call in the ESe/l

system • . People tried to

make electronic crosapoints using either diodes, triodes or transistors,

.

but this technique did not provide a satisfactory quality cf transmission

and a good level of reliability (ref T2).
•

Crosspointa using a metallic

contact are preferred which are controlled either electrically, mechanically
or magnetically.

An electrically controlled reed-relay contains au

additional wire which must be kept on during .the whole life of the
connection.

The advantage is that the state of the crosspoints can easily

be tested directly.

Mechanically or magnetically controlled crosspoints

require energy only during the establishment and the release of the
connections.

They cannot be so easily tested.

Therefore a map of the

switching unit is required in memory, and this map must be protected from
en-ors.
Time division switching works with digital information and uses
2 stores, a data store and an address store, in a store and forward
manner (see f ig . 2..-8 ) .

A multiplexed line which carries 8 channels in our

example COIOes into the gwitch and a channel counter determines which channel
is "inputting" its data.

Let us suppose that a connection is made between
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channels i and j.

Input data coming from channel i is loaded in the data
The address store contains at the address i the

store at the address i.

channel nwnber j.

So the content of the address j of the data store is

"output" on the output line,

With a storage read/write speed of 1/2

microsecond such a technique can only carry the switching of 240 speech
channels of 9600 bands ;

this is an important limitation.

connection made
between
channels 3 and 7
/;
channels l and 2 , 1 .
,
,

,-'

-+-

input stream

/ I
I
I

I

----..........

4

~.--

_..........................................

➔

output stream

Fig. 2-8

For this reason a cOlllbination of space and time division switching is used.
Let us show how a space - time - space works in a s111&ll system;

in a real

space - time - space switch it will be conaider.t>ly more difficult to
follow the route.
each.

The time switches (a, b, c and d) deal with 4 channels

In period l crosspoints are established to Mke connection between

channels l, 2, 3 and

4

and time switches a, b, e and d;

data fl'Om input

channels are stored and data previously stored are transmitted to the
connected output lines.

During pe1•iod 2 a new crosspoint pattern is

established connecting channel.a S, 6, 7 and 8 with the time switches, and

so on.

It is very obvious that this scheme with more channels becomes

very c<>11plicated.

3.

Computer Controlled Telephone Systell!!•
We have described in the previous chapter how an automatic switching

centre works and what the different techniques used in it are.

We shall

introduce the computer, explain its presence, describe the Bell's ESS/1
system and outline the improvements that have taken place.
The use of a computer in control applications is not always obvious.

The two main reasons for an automatic telephone system were speed during
the establishment of a call and economy due to the concentration and~he
replacement of a large number of operators by a single piece of equipment
with a long life time (40 years).

The principal tasks the control unit

has to do are the analysis of the digits, the retrieval of information on
the subscribers, the connections through the switch and the synchroniaation
.of these tasks.

If the different Post Offices would restrict themselves

to handling standard calls and reduce the variety of types of equipment
•connected to the network, electromechanical switching centres .would be
economic.

In post-Strowger ~stems an. electronic register-analyser is used

which collects the digits and translates them into the form necessary to
make the connection,

The synchronization is also done electronically and

disc storage is sometimes provided to keep information on the subscribers.
But the drawback of these systems is that changes imply either replacement of devices or rewiring.
and not economic.

That means that modifications are difficult

A large rtaintenance staff has to be provided.

A certain

level of flexibility can, however, be pro~ided by a level of micro-

prograinming making easier to provide new services and by some storage of
information.

But such a scheme is still very obtrusive.

Why do we need such flexibility?

Within 40 years• time

modifications are likely to occur in the network.

The creation of new

exchanges will lead to a restructuring of the network and changes in the

analysis tables.

The growth of switching centres will entai,l changes in

the equipment connected to the network and changes in the signalling
methods.

There will be requirement for new .. facilities such as the

following.
-

Pre-translation call

The subscriber needs only to lift his receiver.

The unique number is

found in a file (particularly useful for disabled people).
'Personal Code' call or Abbreviated Dialling
A record of several subscribers' numbers is kept on file and instead of
dialling the full number to get a subscriber whom you frequently call you
only have to dial a shorter number of digits.
'Follow me• call or Automatic Transfer
Sy dialling from your office the number of your house. for exawiple,

preceded by a special code, you can have the calls for your office
automatically rerouted to your house.
'Call me back when free'
If the called subscriber's line is busy then . by dialling a special code
you will be called back when the line becomes free.
-

Add-on

Add a third subscriber to a connection.
Also greater flexibility can be achieved by a computer-controlled
system.

-

The search for a special data transmission path when
connecting a line with a terainal.

•

The rerouting of a call when it appears that s0111e
routes are busy.

-

The auto11atic handling of overload.

The system is reorganized

continually in such a way that calls can be handled in the
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most efficient way.

The system periodically teats if there

is no bottleneck and if the response time is acceptable.
If not ~ low,priority jobs are blocked, then new calls are
deferred and essential lines get priority.
-

Automatic error recovery in the event of hardware failure. ·

Steps which are more and more drastic are performed in
order to try to recover from errors.

-

Automatic tracing of the system to help the maintenance

staff if the system fails to recover by itself.
Therefore the use of computers equipped with typewriters and perhaps I/0
devices such as card-readers or disk storage can contribute to a greater

flexibility and ease the job of the maintenance staff.

The development of

memory techniques will enable e~changes to keep the enormous quantity of
information needed to implement all these facilities.
We shall mainly describe the ESS system of Bell Laboratories, first

the No.land after that the impI"OveMents in the 9ystN1 which led to the
other system~ especially the No.4 (ref. TS].

The ESS system has worked

fairly well on a large scale in the United States since 1965.
the only one in the world :

It is not

one of the mcst important is the system built

by the Japanese in 1972 and called D10.

But before starting to describe

these systemg here are some figures it is useful to bear in mind.

StoMd

program control systems have been written mainly in assembly level
languages so far and have required a large a,aount of programming.
table below shows figures from ESS/1.

The

Program No. of
units
programs

Years

Man
years

Proa,am
size
words

Wo~s p er

man
year

Operational

50

83

4

101

52000

515

Maintenance

36

60

4

81

51000

630

Compiler

13

9

~4

17

38000

2230

Trans lat ion
data
Assembler

15

13

2.!.2

11

25000

2270

Fig. 3-1

The size of the program is therefore considerable and a large staff is
aeeded.

store.

Only the operational and the maintenance programs are in the main
The compiler and the translation data assembler are supported by

an off-line computer.

The ESS/1 does not possess any backing store.

The

ESS/4, which is a system of greater capacity, possesses about 200,000
instructions and 250,000 words of data, and this system is provided with
disks and tapes.

The capacity of a switching centre is a function both of

the number of cycles spent on handling a call and also of the speed of the
central unit.
call.

In the ESS/l 8,000 cycles of 5.5 microseconds were used per

That means 44 ms to handle a call, but i11provements in the hard.ware

relieving the software of routine and repetitive tasks or minimizing the

hardware-software interaction has raised this capacity from 35,000 calls
to 77,000 calls per hour in the ESS/4.

The Bell ESS/1 System.
The organisation of this ~ystem gives a central role to the single

central unit.

It can be schematically repre.ented by figure 3-2 below.

The maintenance centre consists of a teletypewriter.

The th~e main parts

of the organisation are:
-

The switching network.

-

The control unit.

-

Program and call stores.

Switching

network

Program

..

~

store

'

Control

unit

--

Call

...

-

store

4 •

I

I

Maintenance Centre
Teletype writers

Fig. 3-2

This organisation has been modified in the ESS/2 (see Fig. 3-3) which
possesses two control units. one acting as a standby.
one control unit handles the call at a given time.

That means that only

In the meantiae the

stand-by unit updates its registers and the call store.

(The call store

contains the data that is often modified, such aa the nwaber of the calling
and called subscribers, and the program store contains translation data
which is changed only by the maintenance staff - see below).

In this way

the standby unit is ready to take control as soon as a fault occurs in the
active one.

The job of rr.ainte~nce is made easier by the use of up to

eight teletypewriters and of a cardwriter to change the program store.
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Organisation

ESS/2

Line
trunks
Service
circuit

___....s witchitig

WIRE

network

CIRCUIT

Network controller

Scanner

Program
store
Call store

I/0

I/0

control

cont rol

Prog

Prag

control

Control

maintenance

frame

Card Writer

Type

writers

Fig. 3-3

Program

store
Call
store

The switching network consists of stages of switches, each switch
being an 8x8 box of crosspoints.

The network can be connected 'to up to

6~,000 lines and 16,000 trunks.

It is divided into a line link network

'
and a trunk link network.

The former concentrates the local lines

generally in the proportion
have two stages of switches;

4

to 1.

Each network contains frl'.mes which

in addition there is the junctor grouping

frame which links two output s of these networks.
Four connections are needed per call, one between the calling line
and the digit-register (the dialling path),the second between the calling
line and the audible ring circuit (which sends a tone to the calling
subscriber to indicate that the called subscriber is ringing), the third
between the called line and the ringing circuit, and the fourth between
the two subscribers (the talking path}.

The talking path for an intra-

o~fice call (i.e. between local lines) goes through the line link network
and a junctor, and back through the line network again, by-passing the
irunk link network (see fig. 3~4 and 3-5).

fig . 3-4

In~ra-office call.

Line link

Trunk link
AUDIBLE
CIRCUIT

Local

line

Local

line

RINGING
CIRCUIT
fig. 3-5

Call from an incoming ~runk to a local line.

Line link
Local
line

Trunk line
junctor

AUDIBLE
CIRCUIT
RINGING

CIRCUIT
Trunk line

The control unit manages this network with the aid of~ map which
does not contain the state of each crosspoint but the state of what is
confusingly called "lI ink".
( see figure 3-6).

A l ink is a wire between two stages of boxes

A l ink is busy if the crosspoints in the connected

boxes have been set b etween this wire and the two l ines.

The state of t:hf

link is represented by a bit in the map.

fig. 3-6

The talking path of the intra-office call, for example, goes through the
line link network twice and the junctor grouping frame once.
-

Junctor grouping frame

1 link

-

Line link network which consists of

2x3 links

2 frames of 2 stage$.

That means

3 wires between the four levels of
boxes

7 links

The talking path thus needs 7 links to be set up.

Each time a path is to

be established, the map i s consulted, the c hosen l inks are set to busy and

their identity is stored in a word of the call store belonging to the call:

the path memory wo:r-d.

The identities of the l i nks to be set are sent to

the network controllers which control the crosspoints .

Each controller

(a controller is associated with a frame) can handle a connection every
20 ms and so the control unit sends an order to the controller every 25 ms.

The control unit has a cycle time of
instructions are overlapped.

s.s

microseconds • . Three

They can be grossly divided into input

instructions, which ~etch the state of the equipment connected to the
network and receive the signals, output instructions, which send orders
and messages to the network, and processing instructions, which handle data
kept in the dator or the program stor.

The input and output instructions

are specially designed for this application.

Among the processing

operations the central unit performs are addition, subtraction. compar~son,
circular and logical shifts, OR, AND and exclusive OR.
division are not used.

Multiplication and

The central unit possesses a useful operation that

detects the leftmost 1 bit in a word.
select an idle line or trunk:

This instruction can be used to

the state of the lines is kept in several

words with one bit per line and the instruction is performed on each word
until a "l" is found.
Each instruction contains 44 bits
-

7

for cbeclc pruposes

14-bit operand and 23-hit address if it is an

innnediate instruction
- 16-bit operand and 21-bit address if there is
a reference to the memory.

The central unit works on special registers which are referred to
explicitly in the instructions.

The eroEam store and the call store occupy different me1110ries which
have been specially designed for this application.

The call store contains

transient data which consists of informa~ion that is often modified and
includes, for example, the resul·t of input operations, the message to he
sent to the network, each call r.ecord which contains the number of the

called and calling subscriber, an indication whether the lines are local
or not, the path memo1•y word, etc.

Transient data is kept in a ferrits

memory which has 2~-bit words. one of which is a eheck bit.

The program

store consists of cc:ll"ds of read-only memory which ca.n be removed. fl'Om t h~!
111e110ry

and remagnetized.

system).

(This is done by the card-writer of the ESS/2

The program store contains program and translation data which

are supposed to change infrequently.

(48 bits).

The unit of information is the wor d

Translat l on data contains information on each line (cla.ss c,f

service, type) and the dialled digit analysis table.

If translation dat~

needs to be changed this can be done through the teletypewriter:

the da t .,:

goes into the call store until the modification is performed in the semi··
1)9m•Mat

·wry.

Compilation, assembly of translation data and linkage of

variable modules are performed on an off-line machine (IBM 7090).
The software organization of the ESS/l system is fairly complex,
s,iainly due to the input-output interface since most of these operations

are time critical.

for example, the line scanning program which scans the

iine equipment is called every 200 ms, the dial pulse transmission is
performed every 45 ms, 60 ms, 45 ms, 60

11s

etc.

t

the digit scanning takes

place every 10 ans, and each network controller accepts an operation every
20 ms.

The programs do not all have the same priority since some, like the

maintenance jobs, have very low priority and the scheduler is therefore
rather complicated.
The software contains five sorts of program:
-

Input programs receiving information from the network.

-

Operational p.rograrns which determine, with t~e result of
input programs , which tasks to perform and which output
programs to call.

-

Subroutines called by the operational programs to fetch
data in the program st.~re.

-

Output programs which give orders to the switching
network in order, for example, to release or estab.lish
a path.

-

The executive control program which determines which
programs will have control.

The scheduling of I/0 programs which are ti1ne-critical is done using two
time tables.

Every 5 ms the program which has control of the central unit

is interrupted and the executive control program determines which program
to run.

The first table is a 20x23 array (figures 3-7).

23 columns represents an I/0 program.

Each of the

The rows represent the time.

Every

S ms a new row if read and the I/0 programs run are those that have a ."l"
bit in the corresponding element of the array.

Program 12 can therefore

be the dialling scan program which is called every 10 ms •

• • , 10 11 12 13 14 15 •••

l
0

.

l
0

0
1
0
0
l
0

0
0

l
0
1
0
1

0

0

0
0
0

l
0
l

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
1

0

0

0

,

0

1
0

·-

1

-

Fig. 3-7

The second table is a 2~x23 array.
way skips to the next row and
performed.

reads

Every 5 ms the scheduler in the same
it.

But an extra operation is

For example, a register which contains the pattern 1001000 ia

associated with the dial pulse transmission program and in the column

corresponding to the program there is al every third row.
occurs the register is shifted circularly.

For example with the

configuration above,we get 0010001 after 15 ms.
the program i8 performed.

to a word (one table 20 bit~, the other 24).

--

If the left110at bit is l

All this can be efficiently done by the

instruction that detects the left-110st l bit.

... _

When al

Ea.ch row in fact correspon d:•,.
And the left-most

.

instruction gives the number of the program to which control is given.
In addition, priorities are given to what are called "task dispenser
prograas."

Their job is to examine specialized buffers and according to

their contents call the operational progra•;
filled by the input prouams.

these buffers are generally

These prograas are split into six classes of

priority "interject", A, B, C, D and£, which are in order of decreasing
priority.

The priority classes are taken in a repetitive sequence which,

.for ex.&lllple, can contain twice as many inatancee of one c3:-Ass ae of the
next lower priority class.

Task dispenser progra11a of the aa111e class are

•

called one after the other until their buffers are cowrpletely cleared.

unless an "interject" program occurs in the meantime.
prograa of the following class are then called.

The "task dispenser"

An exa,iple of an

"interject" program is a program run every 100 rna froll the first tiae table.
The executive keeps a time~table of 10 rows of 100 ms for dealing witb long
period progruis.

There ia a co,nplete hierarchy of time-tables dealing with

frequent progt'ams as well as maintenance programs run occasionally.

In ·thie

following section we describe some hardware features which relieve the
software of this difficult task of scheduling tiae•c:ritical operations .

Improvements and the ESS/4 Sfatn.
I11prove11enta were later made to decrease the aaount of processing

required to handle a call and to relieve the software of some critical
ti.Ila requiremente.

The initial capacity of ESS/1 was about 36,000 calls

per hour.

The introduction of a "signal processor" raised t~is figure to

62.000 and the use of the "service link network" to 77.000.
The "service Unk network" decreases the nUllber of paths necessary to
establish a connection and therefore the number of operations the central
unit has to order.

Let us recall that we needed four paths:

the dialling

path during the dialling phase and the three others during the connection,
but only the talking path remains when the called subscriber has answered.
If we look again at fig. 3-6 which shows the three paths for a call
between a called local line and a calling trunk line we see that the

ringing path and the talking path are distinct through the linlc and the
trunk network .

The idea of the service link network is to use the aame

path for both and split them only out of the trunk link network.

The

audible circuit can also by-pass the trunk link network and be applied

.

directly through the service link network to the tru~k (see fig. · a-8).

.. .

. ..

Line
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!Link
network

network
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link

-- -- --

~

-
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trunk

I

,, ,,
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Link

Network
Digit
receiver

Ringing
circuit

Audiblering
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Fig . 3-8
T'8re is a significan
junctor,

saving of operations, the call does not go through the

the separation of called line and calling line is done by the split

function of the servic.M J h,'1.- T;,..,..,.,......,l,
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For intra-office calla all the paths by-pass the trunk. link networ ~. .
(See fig. 3-9).

trunk
link
netw-ork

line
link

----..;.

,network

split function
j

u

s

called
line

r

□

reversing
function,-;-_ _ __
Digit
receiver
ringing

audible

circuit

circuit

Fig. 3-9

This technique has had a large

in;~~~~~e

on the capacity of the

switching centre but the introduction of the "signal processor" is far tn0r,1_;iaportant.

Some routine ani"r;petitive tasks can be performed by

autonomous processors .relieving the main processor.
"signal processor" of ESS/4:

A good example is t he

it receives 11essages fro1ll the main processc,r.

to the switching unit and can buffer them.

The network controller of

ESS/l can only handle an operation every 20 ma but in fact the network i s
never used at full capacity even during the rush hour and it is tmlikely

to see the queue of requests growing much.

The signal processor also

receives information from the switching network to the main processor as
a Nault of the scanning.

This information can be lc:ept until there is

enough information to interrupt \ the main processor.

Messages

between the

tvo processors can contain several digits or several .. line nwabers.

··- J 7 ..

The ESS/4 systa has been designed for switching centres with
greater capacity (350,000 call attempts per hour).

The objectives of the

designer have been less cost, and greater flexibility and reliability.

'

.

The network uses ti111e division t echniques mixed vith space division and
allows use of telephone switching for data transmission.
is 111Uch faster with a cycle time of 700

The central unit

It possesses special features

lllS.

·· ·such as automatic hardware stacking of subroutine addresses.

Mask and

shift operations have been grouped in single operations to work more
quickly on part words .

An interesting feature also is that semi-permanent

•mories are no longer used;
and tapes.

the magnetic core me110ry is backed with disks

There az-e still two word sizes, 24 bits and 48 bits;

the call

store can contain up to 44 units of 64K of 24 bits and the program store
up to 20 such units.

Each unit consists of two 1110dules;

and 2 words, one

from each tDOdule I are fetched in parallel to constitute on~ inst·r uction in

the program store.

Semi-permanent memories gave good security for

translation data and progra111S because their content was only changed in an
off-line manner;

in ~he ESS/4 system duplication is used instead for

security.

The duplication plan diff ers according to the type of data or

program:

trans i ent data is fully duplicated in the core memory but there

is only one copy of translation data and of system programs in the core
but they are fully duplicated on the desk.

The system uses paging for the

diagnostic, maintenance and exploitation programs and they are sent either
fro■

the tapes or from the disks when needed.

The French ElO S7stem.
The French postal administration has designed syste111B which cope

with switching centres of various size (the ElO. Ell, El2 in order of
increasing size).

I shall only discuss the ElO system vhich is already

in service on the frenc:h network.

This syste1t bl decentralized and uses

digital techniques both in the switching unit (time division switching)
and for the transmiss i on of speech over 32-channel carriers. (A special
'
channel called the 'Semaphore Channel' handles all the signals for the
30 speech channels).

The tasks to be performed are split into 2 categories according to
- their real-time requir ements.

Tasks which must be handled in real-time

are perforined by the centre near the switching unit, the "switching centr,.
The other tasks (maint enance, exploitation, error checking, etc.) are
by a re110te c011puter in the maintenance unit.

connected to several "switching centres".

dot H?,

This computer can be

The link between a switching

unit and the maintenance unit is done by a digital channel.
The most important feature in the £10 is the use of microprocessors
t~ deal with real-time tasks.

Each microprocessor possesses its own

memory and messages are transmitted between them for the handling of the
calls.

A short description of the way in which a call is handled will shrn,r

ua the purpose of the different processors ( f'ig. 3-10) •

A call coming frc,m

a subscriber is detected by the concentrator ~onnected to the line.
concentrator sends a call to both the two markers;
answers the call to the other is ended.

when one of the

The
marker·:::

The marker receives the nwnber of

the calling subscriber and the address of the channel assigned to the line.
Then the marker calla the multiregisters to get an available register.
When one of them answers the number of the calling subscriber and the

channel address is sent to it.

The register now receives. directly

through the concentrat or, the state of the line at regular intervals.

Th~

multiregister calls the 'translator' to get information on the calling
subscriber.

It then sends information directly to the switching unit in

order to make a connection between the calling line and a dialling tone
circuit.

The registe~ receives the digits by testing the state of the

line, it can also detect the replacement of the receiver.

When all the

digits are received the translator is called to provide inforeation on the

called subscriber or on the trunk if the call is not for a local line.

Let

us consider the ease of a local call.

The

'

The register calls the urkers.

one which answers receives a message asking for the free subscriber test on
the called subscriber.

The concentrator corresponding to the line does the

test and sends back the result through the ~arker.

The register now

directly orders the switching unit to connect the called line to the
ringing circuit and the calling line to an audible-ring circuit.

When the

called subscriber lifts his receiver the register first orders the switching
unit to disconnect the audible-ring and ringing circuits and secondly calls
the markers, one of which sends an order to the switching unit to connect
the two lines, and finally the register disconnects itself after having sent
ihformation on the call to the 'taxeur'.

The call is thereafter · supervised

by the two concentrators involved in the connection.

When one of the two

subscribers puts down his receiver the corresponding concentrator calls the
markers.

One of them receiveg the subscriber's and the channel's addresses.

The address of the other subscriber is found .in the me1110ry of the switching
unit.

One of the multiregisters receives this information from the ffillrker

and then first calls a marker which orders the disconnection of the two
lines in the switching unit, directly connects the subscriber which has not
yet replaced his receiver to a busy tone circuit and finally calls a urker
which orders the concentrator to disconnect the subscriber which has rung
off.

When the remaining subscriber replaces his receiver a marker is

seized to send a disconnection order to the concentrator.
finally stopped.

The 'taxeur' is

The bill is sent to the maintenance unit.

The marker is a small processor which simply acts as a unit of exchange
between on one side the multiregisters and on the other side the
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concentrators and the switching unit.
time.

It handles only one m~ssage at a

There are two markers.

The multiregisters, which have the central role here, do the main
handling of the call s .

There may be up to 8 multiregisters sharing the

tr&ffic, each of which contains 66 registers.

These regist ers are kept

a circular memory owned by the multiregisttl!r-, there are 320 bits for ead,
register.

There is also a semi-permanent memory containing the instruc:ti m'.

(2048 words of 36 bits ) of the multiregister.

Each multiregister is ·

connected with the "taxeur", the 2 markers, the switching unit, the two
translators and the maintenance unit.

The taxeur is a microprocessor connected to the multiregisters, the
switching unit {for the sending of payment tones) and the maintenance unit,
The translators possess a memory which contains information on the

subscribers and the tr~nks.

They are connected to the multiregisters and

to the uintenance unit which can change subscriber's information.

Concentrator local
line

-

Concentrator local
line

Switching

unit
Synchronization group
Remote

satellite

iconcentrato

-· ......

electro-mecha nic
switching
ceRtre
•·'

Signal on each channel

I-

Marker
E 10

l

Semaphor e channel.
Interface

translater

raxeur

Multire~isters

(

tlU El :t!a:re

•

t

Maintenance
Unit
Information

Fig. 3-10
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PROGRAMMING

LANGUAGES

Telephone switching systems have mainly been written with assembl y
languages so far.

They enable the programmer to know the cost in spact:' ;. ·.,,

time of what he is writing.

He also has input-output instructions which

are specific to his machine and therefore cannot be included in a high-!," .
language without compromising the latter's objective of machine-independent:1~ .
These advantages

are largely offset by the lack of readability of the

product, the slowness of production of the software, a certain lack of
security.

the other hand, a high-level language should encourage the

On

use of abstraction and be as close as possible to a language of descript ion.
Hoare [CS2S) has listed the objectives that the real-time language

.

designers should try to reach:
-

simplicity

-

security

-

fast translation

-

efficient object code

-

readability

-

machine-independence

-

stability of specifications

-

use of familiar notations

-

a large and useful library

-

existing popularity

-

sponsorship by a rich and powerful organisation.

Many languages have failed to reach these objectives.

to aim both at machine-independence and at efficiency.

It is difficul '

Languages such as

PL360, PLS16 or PL31G succeed quite well in providing efficient object
because they do not aim at machine-independence.

cod,t

To be simple a language

should only possess a small number of powerful concepts.

To .be secure a

language needs to be simple and to be amenable to compile time checks and

formal proof techniques.

The semantics should be formalized in the same

way as the syntax in languages like Algol 60 .

the compilation fast enough.

Suitable design should make

lt: is interesting 'to see the objectives aimed

at by the designers of Bliss [CS3] which is language for programming
systems:

-

Requireaerit of system programming
-

space and time economy

-

access to all relevant hardware features

-

object code must not depe1)d on elaborate
run-time support

-

Characteristics of system programming practice
-

control over th.e representation of data structures

-

flexible range of control structure (recursion,
coroutines, a:synchro1,ous processes)

-

modularization of a syste m into separately

compilable submodules
-

parameterization, -e speeitil ly conditional compilation

Ove~all good language design

-

encourages progran-1 structuring for understandability

-

encourages program structuring for debugging and
meaaurement

-

economy of concepts. generalityt flexibility

-

utility as a design tool

-

machine fr.dependence.

The designers of Bliss claim that the requirements at the top of tr, ,;'
list are the most demanding and that the others will be taken into accomYt
only to choose between alternatiYe solutions.
place it deserves in the list.

Security is not given the

The language we shall choose as a basis t ,- -.'

telephone switching systems will be Pascal [ref CSl, ref CS2] which is a
language which succeeds rather well in reaching the objectives listed by

Hoare.

We shall try to see which problem-oriented features need to be

introduced into the language, keeping in mind, however, these objectivei::
and not forgetting that machine-dependency can always be achieved by ·
insertion of machine-language.

We

shall study first of all the paralleB m,

aspect of the system and its implication on the structure to give to the

program.

The next chapter is concerned with reliability which is one of

the main objectives of a telephone system which must not
more than a few hours in 40 years.

be

out of service

In the next chapter we study_how to

introduce machine-oriented features in the language and how to Nalize th~
storage allocation, both for efficiency reasons.

Finally the systea lftUSt

be portable and modifications 111ust be easily made, even, if possible,
without stopping the system.

flexibility is the 111ain reason why computer-

controlled telephone systems have replaced electro-1nechanical ones.

4.

Structure.

The life-time of a call is typically 2 or 3 minutes but it requires
only about 25 ms of computing time during this period.

The actions the

processors have to perform are separated by long periods and are perfor111ed
after some event occurs, such as the lifting of a receiver or the receipt
.. of a dialled digit.

These act:i.ons are typically very short but there may

be very many calls in progress at any moment.

Therefore the processors

sharing the traffic will be continually switching from one call to another.
Let us now -have a closer look at these actions.

Firstly there are a lot of

interactions between the switching unit and the stored program, namely the
sending of co111111ands to the switching unit and the reception of various
signals coming from the subscribers' lines. the trunks or from other parts
of the switching centre.

Secondly these actions consist 1nainly _of fetching,

testing and changing information on the subscribers or on other pieces of
•quipment;

several processors can want access to the same piece of

information at the same moment.

Therefore we can see that the system

presents a very high degree of parallelism and that it is very tightly
connected in the sense that the different parts of the system interact very
much with each other.

It is not like a conventional operating system where

user programs spend rouch of their time outside the nucleus of the supervisor.
There are basically two different structures that can be imposed upon
the system and we shall describe them and consider their respective
advantages and drawbacks.
When you want to explain a telephone system to somebody you usually
try to describe the life of a call, sketching briefly what the actions
which have to be performed are, which tone is sent, which signal is likely
to arrive.
fig 4--1.

Your description of._ the system will follow the flowchart of
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Start
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Fig 4-l

· ·'i 'l ·

If you are now asked how a specific service is handled or what is done in
particular cases (for example i.f the caller replaces his :receiver before
he has finished dialling) you will need to add some more boxes and lines
'

to your flowchart.

If this somebody is a computer scientist interested in

the way the system has been implemented you may then have to explain how
your flowchart consists of a sequence of tasks.

A task is the sequence of

actions performed from the arrival of some outside events until the process
has to wait for the next event.

for example we can see on the flowchart

that the first box can constitute a task that starts when an off-hook

signal is received and finishes when a register is connected, the dialling
tone sent and when there is a need to wait for a digit to be received or
perhaps for an on-hook signal from the caller;

the occurrence of either of

these two events will trigger th~ appropriate task.

Process per Task.
The usual way of implementing this sort of system is to store the data
describing the state of each call in a data structure known as a hopper
transaction and to associate a process with each task.

Each task process

is cyclic and each cycle consists of selecting from an input queue a hopper
transaction belonging to a call -hose event has occurred, processing the
appropriate task. and putting the hopper trancaction into an output queue.
The system thus consists of a number of cyclic processes connected by
queues of hopper transac tions with each queue acting as an output-queue for
one or more processes and as an input:-queue for a single process.
Because a hopper transaction can belong to only one queue at a time
we can impl mnerrt all the queues using an array of hopper transactions, with

the size of the arl'ay limiting the number of calls the system can handle
simultaneously.

Each queue contains a pointer to the first element (if any)

of that queue. and each hopper transaction possesses a pointer to the
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following ele111ent (if any) in the same queue.
To establish the link between a signal coming from outside and the
hopper transaction ito which this signal bel.ongs there is an array to map
both the called line and the calling line onto their hopper transaction ,
In this way when a signal comes, with the number of the line on which it
occurred, the corresponding hopper transaction is set to contain the t ype
of the signal.

We have still to determine the size and the structure of the hopper
transaction.

During the dialling phase for example a significant amount

of space is needed to record the digits which will not be needed later.
With the variant record of Pascal we can use the same storage for different
purposes at.different times but the compiler allocates the Mxi1DWD of
space.

If we want to save space we have to allocate the additional storage

from a pool.
(ref TS).

Let us consider briefly the method used in the ESS/1 system

There are pools of groups of words, tel"lled registers, of

different sizes according to the stage of a call.

There can be one or

several registers attached to a call at a given time, fol'lling what we have
called a hopper transaction.

All registers ·possess the same three first

words, the state word. the queue word and the link word.

The link word is

used to connect the register of a call in a circular way.

The state word

describes the function and the state of the register.

The queue word is

used to link the register to a waiting queue if s0111e needed pieces of
equipment are tied up by some other call.

We said previously that a

signal cowaea with the number of the line on which it occurred and this
number was used as a subscript to get the hopper transaction associated
with the call.

However there are some kinda of !'elation between the

registers and the units of equipment of the switching centre which receive
·,

inforaati.Qn fro11 the network (hardware registers to collect th• digits,
juncton, etc.).

Therefore when a signal coaea from the outaide it uy

.

be better to indicate instead of the number of the line on which the signal

occurred the kind and the number of the piece of equipment which has
detected it.

We wi~l have as many arrays a~ types of equipment, and each

array element will give the address of the i-egister in which the value of
the signal has to be put ..
We have seen that hopper transactions are passed fro• one queue to
another.

There is a need to synchronise the processes which send a

transaction to a queue and the one which conswnea them, and also between
those who put information in a register and the ones which use this
information.

In particular it is important to ensure that, while a process

is operating upon a queue, other processes are excluded fro• accessing it.
When signalling that an event has occurred thet'e might be a need to trigger
the process, that is to perform the next task for the hopper transaction

.

in question, but this synchronisation is not normally done as processes ai-e
generally triggered on a regular basis and complete one cycle without
interruption before voluntarily relinquishing control.

Therefore there is

a need to supply "atomic:" operations on queues, such as "put on queue",

"take off queue" and "signal event", or else. explicit or implicit

mechanisms for establishing or relinquishing mutual exclusion must be
provided,in which case the queue operations can be performed explicitly
instead of implicitly.

Examples of these three techniques

at'e

Brinch

Hansen's message buffering priwiitives [i-ef CSlS], Dijkstra's seuphore

operations and Hoare's monitors [ref CS23 and ref CS2~].
Brinch Hansen provides four primitives:
send message (receiver,message-,buffer)
wait message (sender,message,buffer)
send

answer (reault.answer,buffer)

wait answer (result,answer ,buffer)
which allow processes to co11111unicate.

A buffer is allocated fro111 a pool
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to contain a message.

The message is put in the queue of the receiver .

A process by performing "wait message" takes the first message (if any )
its queue and receives the nlJJJlber of the sender and of the buffer in
'
to send back an answer' using the same buffer. If no message has yet
arrived the process will have to wait.

OY'l k ·

With this method one explicitly

handles processes' numbers.
A semaphore, s , consists of an integer variable e(s) and a queue
processes, q(s).

ct

'l'wo primitives are defined on a semaphore:

P(s): begin
e(s)

:= e(s) - l;

if e(s)

<

O then

begin
••• put the process which has performed
P(s) in the queue q(s) •••
end
end
and

V(s): ?egin
e(s)

:= e(s) + l;

if e(s) s O then
begin

take a process out of the queue q(s)
and activate it •••
end

end

Mutual exclusion can easil,y be solved by introducing a semaphore, mutex,
with initial value land by surrounding the critical sections by a
P(mutex) and a V(mutex}.
P(mutex);
critical section
V(mutex);

Only one process at a time can perform the critical section.
semaphores are also a tool of synchronisation.

The

A process handling a task

voluntarily relinquishes control. by performing a P operation on a semaphore
called "synchro" and it will be triggered by another process perfonning a
V( synchro) .

The concept 0£ monitor has the advantage of being also a tool for
structuring the softwa~e .

We shall come back later on to this concept.

Another problem to resolve is the scheduling of the tasks.

The ·task

can have different but constant priorities o·r more precisely some of them

may have different frequencies of activation, for example some maintenance
tasks will not have to be handled very often.

A simple sch~duling strategy

could be to put processes in different sets according to their respective
f~quency of activat ion.

When a process has finished a cycle it enters the

scheduler and the scheduler determines f:rorn wh.ich set to take a process to

i>e awakened.

For example, let u:s consider~ queues, each containing

several processes.

The first queue contains processes of high frequency

and the following those of less and less high frequency.

We could have a

sequence such as:

r 1 I Ip_i I> I
1

2

l

1

I~ I I I I
l

2

1

3

r

l

I

next queue

The pointer 11 next queue" gives the identity of the queue in which to find
the next process to activate.

If there are no processes in this queue the

pointer is moved one position to the right and we try again.
is circular;
beainning.
3

The sequence

when the pointer reaches the end it comes back to the
We see that in this example there are 7 instances of 1,

instances of 2, 2 instances of

3

and one single instance of 4.

Of

course, this is a very simplified mechanism. a mre realistic one will be
considerably more complicated than this.
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Process per Call.
A drawback of the traditional structure (one process per task) is
that it destroys the inherent structure of the problem.

In order to

produce a system much easier to grasp and to cormnunieate it seems more
appropriate to implement each call by a process which consists of a loop

during each activation of which it waits for an off-hook signal from a
subscriber's line and handles all the subsequent tasks for thie call,

waiting from time to time for events to occur;

in other words the progr-!,

will be written in the same way as in the flowchart.

When writing the

system in this way we can forget temporarily that each task has to be
performed for a multitude of calls.

A stack will be associated with ead:

process in order to contain its local variables, this stack plays the roJ ,
of hopper transaction in the process-per-task structure.

The storage

allocated at the entry of a block, a procedure or a class to contain theix
local variables is released at the exit in order to use it again_for
another purpose.

The size of the stack is detel'llined at compile-time and

corresponds to the depth of block nesting.

There are large discrepancies

between the amount of information required during the various stages of a
call;

therefore an algorithm of allocation of variable length stacks will

be quite useful.

A first solution which is similar to the one used in t he

ESS/1 system consists of splitting the stack associated with the process
into sub-stacks and linking them together;
allocated from a pool .

these sub-stacks will be

The immediate drawback of this method in addition

to the mnagement of a pool is the overhead implied in the access to the
local variables of the process.

A second solution which solves this

problem is to dump the content of the stack into a newly allocated one and
to deallocate the old one.

Of courset there is the overhead duet~

tbe

dumping which must be taken inio consideration, but on the other hand the
manageaent of the stack is simplified and there ia an important saving cf

For efficiency reasons, the dumping cannot occur at each entry or

apace.

exit of blocks or procedures.

The programmer needs to indicate the

"regions" which co~spond to a stack, the size of which is determined by
the compiler.

This should be done in a secure and clear 1n&nner;

when

first writing the system the programmer should not bother about it;

it is

only in a second step that this information will be added to the progra••
In addition the programmer will indicate the number of processes which can
be at the same time in a given region in order to simplify the 11anagement
of the pool, he could give also different priorities to the regions of the
process.
Another problem which will be considered again in a following chapter
concerns th~ management of a stack which requires additional information
such as
-

a display to keep the address of the beginning of each
data area in the stack

-

the return address for each procedure call

-

the links to the parameters.

This additional amount of infonnation must be multiplied by the number of

processes which can reach a f~w thousands with the one process-per-call
structure;

that can be a serious disadvantage for this structure.

A

secure solution to limit the size of the stack is to use macrotechniques.
The prelude and postlude of the classes, the body of procedures are copied
each time an instance of the class is declared or each time a procedure is
called.

As we shall see later on in the next two chapters, that will have

the advantage of combining the security of these high-level language

concepts with the efficiency of the static allocation of the

tnelllOry.

The

drawback is that the code of the program will be longer. but most of the
time there is only one occurrence of a procedure or a class in the program

text in spite of the fact that due to the parallelin there lDBY be several

instances of a class at the same time.

In the same way ins~ead of wr.it i ,.

several calls of a procedure it will be worthwhile to write 01•tly one in -

loop, if possible. ,
Up to now, these processes have been conceived as working
independently from each other on an abstract machine.

But, however, e.,~ •··,;

task performed by a process will generally involve some kinds of cotmnc:m
resources, for example the operation •tselec:t a register" and so, for ea<: :

type of resource we need a data structure describing the si:ate of the
resources and we 111Ust have some common routines for operating upon that
data structure.

A mechanism of mutual exclusion, such as semaphores or

monitors must he provided in order to protect these common routines and tb~~
data on which they work.

In addit ion to this there is a need for

synchronisation mechanisms to enable a call process that is executing a

shared routine to wait until some specified event occurs, and another ori,e

to signal that this event has occurred .

We have already seen how semaphores

can help to solve both the mutual. exclusion and the synchronisation.

A

monitor ( ref [CS23], ref [CS24] J has the following syntax:
Class 1110nitorname (formal parameter list); monitor;

begin
declaration of local data

• *• ,

declaration of local procedures and functions

....

initialisation statements .•• ;

inner;
ending statements
end
Monitors are rather similar to classes as we shall see in the next ehapt ~~.

The definition of a :monitor links together the comtn0n data with the routi n0s

operating upon them.

Instances of a monitor are declared in the same way

as 5.nstances of a class in the following way:
instance l:'monitor name (actual parameter list);
A procedure or function of

&

monitor is called by preceding the name of

the routine by the name of the instance followed by a dot:
instance l.pr-ocedure name (actual parameter list);
A monitor provides the mutual exclusion for its routines.

Only one process

at a time can perform the procedures or functions of the monitor~ thus
protecting the common dat:a which cannot be accessed directly.

When one

process has succeeded in entering the monitor, all the other ones are held
up when wanting act:ess.

That can be implemented by using a semaphore of

mutual exclusion for each monitor ini.tialized to l;

a P and a V operation

on this semaphore enclose each routine of the monitor.
expensive.

mode.

This solution is

Another one is to execute the routine in a non-inte?Tuptible

Only one process at a time

cai'l

he in this mode.

We shall come back

to this later when studying the tightly-connected aspect of telephone

systems.

With the monitors we need conditions on which a process will wait

for some resources to be available or for an event to occur.
can be very well represem:ed as a queue of waiting processes.

A condition
When a

process is blocked on a condition by having perfoi"ffled a wait operati.on it
must release the exclusion in ordei· to allow some other process to enter

and wake it up by a signal ope~ation.

A signal has no effect if the queue

associated with the condition is empty. otherwise the first process in the
queue gets control;

the signalling process will recover control only when

the awakened process walts or exits from the monitor.
use of monitors can be a pool of resources.

An example of the

Because we may need several

pools it may be interesting to wi--i.te a general monitor "multipleresource"

which receives as paramete'!'.' the number- of r•esources.

Class multiple resoux•ce ( n:inte.ger); !!9.£.itor

begin

free= condition;
'

ava ilable: set of l •• n;
Funct !.?!:. acqui re: .1.. ti ;

be.Bin i : L .n;
if available

= empty

t_t)~E_ free.wait;

i := set (available);
available~= available - i;

acquire:=

1

Procedure release ( i, 1. • n);

ava ilable := avai lable u {i } ;
free.signal

a.Yai lable

Remarks:

:=-

..a ll (1. .n);

'fhe inner st a.t ernent be ing absent the postlude is equivalent t o
the null stat ement .
The f unct ion se! takes an e.len'tent from the set ( if any) •
The fur1ctiori all (T ) gives the set of «11 values of type T;

thi s funct fon is used to initialize the set available.
'l'his monit or "multipleresource" will be used to implement, for examp -.-i:=;

a pool of registers i n order to receive the digits during the period of
dialling.

Therefore the use of a r egister will be preceded by a call to

the function

11

acquire 11 which gtvet. back the number of a register and wil.1

be followed by a call to the procedure "release".

A process, on requirfo i,;:

a digit from i ts register. will call a procedure "want digit"., which leads

through the differen·t levels of software to a monitor in which the process
will have to wait ~til the information is available.

We can see that we

need as many conditions as pt-ocesses that can be at this given stage.

We

need also some process to wake up thfl! one that is blocked when the
A signal coming from a line ca1;1ses an interruption

information arrives.

which is best seen as a process which pr-eenipts a processor and performs a
given set of i nstructions t hat could he a procedure of the above monitor.
This proct,dure can be written in the following way:
Procedux•e

Peripheral i

begin
status := status of eq.uipment n°i;

attente.signal

!:!12..,
Status gives the type of the signal received .

There is in this case such

a monitor- associated with ea ch unit of equipment.

In fact, because of the

large number of equipment connecte d t o the system in telephone application,
a single monitor will be ,1ssociated with one group of equipment, for

example all the "hard.ware registe:r.s 11 and the number of the equipment will
arrive on the line together with the signal received.

The processes

handling the calls enter- the mo11itox-s by a procedure readdigit;

in fact,

these processes do not control the s peed of the digits on the line,
therefore a sort of buffer to contain the digits will be implemented;

the

processes will have to test that the buffer is empty before waiting for a
digit.

Her e ariis:es a pr<)ble m linked with the "wait" operation.

When a

subscriber takes too m1.tch time to dial the digits or t:o lift his receiver
the call is c ancelled.

With

-~he

tradit ional structure, the hopper

transaction of a call which h1 waiting for- an event to occur is linked

into the input-queue of the next task to perform;

this task at regula:i:

intervals tests if the event has occurred, if not it increases a count~~--

When the counter :::-eiaches a certain level the call is cancelled.
wait operation does not take the time into consideration.
problem we need first of all a hardware clock.

The u~:•:..•

To solve th.i :~-

There are two solut: ionst

the time-out can be achieved either by the nucleus or by the programmer .
With the second solution the programmer declares a process
associated with a waiting condition.

11

tiine-out"

This process consists of a loop fo

which it waits for a clock interrupt and wakes up these processes which
have waited for a specified length of time.

There are no problems becam,a

there is at most one process waiting on a given condition.

0

We need to

declare an array ins i de the above monitor:

.Each

temporisation: array (l • •nb of register] of integer
clock interrupt t he elements of this array are increased by 1 .

other solution would be to add a parameter to the wait operation.

Th.r
Again

because there is at most one process waiting on an I/0 condition it is

possible to declare special conditions called "Time-condition" in the
following way:
attente: array (l .• nb of register] of time-condition [integer]

Therefore a time-condition could be implemented as a
-

pointer to a proces s

-

and a time-out value.

When the time-out value reaches zero, the nucleus performs the equivalent

of a signal operation .

State has a special value indicating that no sig~ 3)

has arrived from the outside,
The scheduling of the call processes is not done on a regular bads
but only when they a~ signalled.

When a process gets blocked on a con<l :i . : _...

or when a process is t he last cine to exit from a monitor, a scheduler l oc-, :

for the highest priority process to give it control.

We have seen that, 1·,,

the ESS/4 system, by u,sing a sigr:al processor doing some buffering and pre-

treatment on signals they were able to relieve the system of too stringent
time constraints.

With one proce:ss -pet·-task, each task, and therefore each

process, had a constant priority, but with the one process-per-call

structure the priority of the process varies as it progresses from one
stage to another.

Therefore a scheduling priority is associated with each

call, which is updated from time t o time :

when this priority changes the

process may lose control in favour of a. process wi th a higher priority.
This priority is a storage overhead that we did not have with the processper-task structure.

Another storage overhead is due to the information

required when resuming a process.

We need to store, for each call whose

process is suspended, the address at which ·the process is to be resumed.
Some other information is needed foz· each process.

If a pt•ccess is

ihterrupted, the registers of the machine r1eed to be safeguarded · in a place
associated with the process.

interrupted
and

registers

Therefore two an'ays are needed:

arr~. process numbe~ of boolean

~..!. process number of?

When the boolean ig true the registers need to be loaded into those of the
processor.

The only solution to prevent this additional storage overhead

would be to give control at t:he exit from a monitor to the interrupted
process.

But the drawback of t his solution is that very often an interrupt

occurs in order to give control to a high-priority process (clock, error
handling, etc.).

Before giving a bett-1.u:• solution let us study the

iraplications on the system of the tightly-connected aspect of telephone
applications.

There is a significant number of common variables and

resources, and most of the time is ap~nt accessing ttiem under mutual
exclusion.

The number of calls which can be handled by a system is not a

linear function of the numbtn' of processors :sharing the traffic because the
capacity of the systern is off-set by the overhea,ds due to the algorithms
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of synchronisation, cooperation and scheduling of processes.

Theoreticall y

all accesses to common variables should go through the mutual exclusion
provided at the level; of the routines of the monitors in order to prevent
time-dependent errors .

We shall see in the next chapter. when studying tt

impact of parallelism on security, ways to relax this rule a bit.

But t h,

A first way to implement the mutual exclusion is

problem still. remains.

provide a semaphore f<.Y~ each monitor, this solution has the drawback of

being expensive.

A second solution consists of executing monitors under

master mode, i.e. inhibiting the interruptions.
can be in this mode.
interrupts.

L E-

Only one process at a t i mf•

This solution has an effect on response-time to

Usually the answer to this problem, which .is the right one fo, ·

usual operating systems wheT-e most of the work is done outside the nucle1.rn ~
is that the procedures of the monitors should be kept short.

This solut i m:

does not apply very well with tightly-connected systems in which ~he

probability of a process wanting access to a monitor while there is some
other process in the master mode cannot be underestimated.

The percentage

of time spent inside monitors can be faiI,ly large, and, therefo:re, the

probability for an eM"Or to occur must be taken into account.
loop inside monitors ~ould have a disastrous effect.

An endless

In order to achieve

better reliability (a better response-time to interrupts) with some
efficiency it would be interecting to match monitors with a hierarchy of
interruptions, each level linked with a priority.

Let us suppose that we

have N levels of interruptions and thus of monitors. and that a process ha ~
entered a monitor of level i with 1 s i

~

N and, by doing so, has inhibit~<:~

the interruption of this level and of lower levels.
level can, however, suspend the process.
this method.

Interruptions of high;'e !'

Mutual exclusion is provided by

But the ~~in interest is to link interruptions and lllOnitors

with level of priority.

By doing so a high priority process, such as a

clock or a program of t r eatment of very urgent events would not see any

more their progress hiccoughed by interruptions of lower priorities.

We can

come back now to the problem of the hardware registers that must be safeguarded when a program is suspended.

A good solution would be to have for

each level of interrupt a boolean and a single set of register.

The first

process of a given level to be resumed will be the one (if any) which has
been suspended.

Comparison.
The process-per-call structure has a clear advantage over the oneprocess-per-task one as to the readability of the product and, therefore,
as to the rapidity of production of the software, the easiness of modification
and as to security.
by anyone.

A system written in this way will be more understandable

But the first drawback is the increased size of the hopper

transaction which can, however, be limited by the use of macrotechniquu for
implementation of procedures and classes.

But there are still two words to

take into account for each call, the resumption address and the priority.
These t~o words have to he multiplied by the number of call processes which
can reach a few thousands.

In order to save space, the hopper transaction

is split in the one-process-per-task structure into registers which a~
linked together, leading to overheads when accessing the hopper transaction.
The solution proposed in the one-process-per-call structure, which consists
of dumping and restoring stacks of various length, has the advantage of

reducing the access-time to the variables of the stack.

We have se-'1 that

it will be the progrananer's job to reduce the overheads due to the d'ulLlping
by defining "regions" corresponding to the stacks inside the call-pro<:e,ses.

We also have to compare the cost of regularly scheduling tasks that examine
their queues and find them empty with the cost of providing synchronization
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primitives.

The choice of structure is important because it, dictates

whether the language has messay,e queuing mechanisms or process
synchronization pri~itives.

My preference, up to now, goes to the one-

process-per-call structure because the additional cos~s in storage are
offset by the advantages of giving the syst em .a s tructure close to that
of the problem.
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5.

Reliabil£ty Reguirements.
The need for a r-eliahle telephone system is very strong.

As we have

already pointed out; the system is not allowed to break down for more tha.n

a period of a few hours in 40 years.

Th.i.s can only be achieved by careful

design of the system and by using redundancy, and automatic checks and
recovery pr-ocedures.

The maintenance programs which deal with the defence

of the system, diagnose the faults and test the different parts of it can
be l.tO\ of the programming.

We shall be concerned pr·imarily in this chapter

with security 1 or how to avoid making software errors;

in particular we

consider language features f or the constr·uction of secure programs, for
ensuring data security and for the secure use of parallelism.

Finally the

chapter briefly describes the problem of protection, or how to detect faults

.

at run-time and recover from them •

Security.
We have already mentioned that the size of a program for controlling
telephone exchanges is considerable, and that the need for reliability can
compromise any structure that :nay have been ill'lposed.

It is therefore very

important that any language used in the construction of such a program is
itself designed to reduce as far as possible the chances of introducing
software errors.
should exhibit.
various machines.

Hoar-e (CS25] has listed the properties that a language
The language is aimed to be used by a lot of people on
Therefore familiarity of notations and machine-

independence imply together that the design language should be algorithmic
and have the folloNing properties:

-

Simplicity.

The more a language is simple the easier it is fr

the programmer to lea.rn it and to use it.

A language, to be simple, mu"-;"

only possess a small number of powerful concepts.

Large languages like •·:

or Cobol have a lot of features which are nearly never used, add to the
complexity of the language and ma ke a program written by a skHful and
cunning progr1ammer v·ery difficult t o understand.

-

Readab ility is the quality that a program should possess to mak;.,

modifications upon it easier;

it is especially true if the programmer _wi· ·:

wrote it is not the same as the one who wants to modify it.
the product depends very much on the

The quality ,;,:

programmer but the language may helf·

and even enforce him to be clear.
-

Amenability to compile-time checking.
Amenability to correctness proof techniques.

Compile-time checks and program proving methods are expected to sho~
tnat the program actual ly written reflects the intention of its author.

I'loyd> Naur and Hoare [ ref. CS4, CSS,CS6] have laid down the basis of th h,
work.

Floyd worked on the flowchart and Naur on the program text.

The

advantages of the latter method are that errors can take place during t h 2
translation of the flowchart and that there are features such as recursivhv
or parallelism which cannot be expressed by flowcharts.

The idea of progr :,,,,

proving is to introduce between two statements of a program a propositior. : .:

assertion called a snapshot which represents the relation between the
variables of tbe program.

A propositional assertion is a well-formed

formula in the first order predicate calculus (use of u,n, ,~, , ).
Each term composing t he proposition is an expression in the source .langua ~··,.
The generation of snapshots can be done automatically from a few of them
introduced as special comments at· some specified points in the program.

Amongst those which are needed are the criterion of correctness of the

program at the ending point, the precondition to the program, and an
invariant for each loop.

These invariants are s pecial conditions which must

be true before the loop statement and each time the statement~ I, inside the
loop is performed.
WHll.E B DO I ;

The generation consists of examining each statement one after another from
the end of the program text to the b~ginning and determining for each of
them the condition which must be true before its execution in order to
validate the assex·tion which follows it.

The algorithm generates lemmas

to be proved se~arately using some special theory (theory of arithmetic
numbers, etc.).

lf an assertion is encountered by the algorithm it must be

proved that "thia assertion implies the precondition to the following state1nent.

All this 11'.akcs program proving methods rather time-consum.i ng, but it

tnay be worthwhile spending the money when reliability is deemed to be an

important objective to aim at.

And 9 as McKeag pointed oot 9 if a program is

aaenable to form;.. l proof techniques it is, in practice, amenable to informal

proof techniques .and is therefore reasonably secure.
four properties

W•~

Bearing in mind these

consider in the next three sections some particularly

important requirements of a laneuage for this application.

Security of Program.

Large and comp.lex prc,grams as those found in telephone applications
cannot be constructed in a :single step .

To be understood, these problems

must be cut into levels of su.b-problems, making abstraction of the
diff'erences between functions or actiono in order to group them at some
stage and to differentiate them ouly at a later stage.

modularity comes out of this consideration.

The concoept of

Modularity implies readability

and ease of ~01.iification if modules are independent of each other.

In fact
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there cannot be compl ete independence between ,nodules:

there is a

hierarchy which indicates which modules are affected by a modification
another one.

This concept of module which is adapted to the way peopl<~

solve complex problems must correspond to a syntactic category in the
language of production as Dahl and Hoare point out [ref. CS9] .

One of ~'

most powerful tools us ed in software production is the block ancl proceciw·· ·
structure of Algol 60 .

A

block has the following syntax:

Begin
Declaration of local variables
Declaration of procedures • ••
Statements •.•

End
The block concept gives the program text a tree e1tructure which corresp<"J~;. ,J,,,
to the split of the problem into subproblems.

In addition to that the h lccf-

concept allows one to build layers of "rnachine" or "language".

A varia:bi-t:

or a procedure declared in a block can only be accessed from this block a~:d
from the inner blocks.

Therefore each block extends the available machir~~

by declaring local data and procedures which · are built using the procedi.J 2,

of the outer blocks as primitives.

This connection between data and the

operators acting on them is extended with the class concept of SIMULA
lref CS8].

Class <clasaname> <formal parameter list>;

pegin
local variables •••
procedures and functions declaration •••
prel ude •••

inner;

... postlude
end

0

:-.
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In this way the variables declared in the class can only be ~ccessed
through the procedures and £unctions of this class.

In fact the definition

of the class does not allocate any space for the variables.
I

Instances of

the class can he declared in any block which is in the scope of the class
definition.

For example:

inst ance 1: classname (actual parameter list);
other declarations;
statements
End

The effect of the declaration of instance l can be understood by copying the

part of the block which fol l ows the instance 1 declaration at the place of

tne inner statemE:ot .

That gives the following result:

Begin

va:t'i.a bl e declarations;

procedure and function declaration;
pre lude;

other declarations;
statements

post lude

End
(As a remark, this i s not the only implementation of the class concept, we
could only have one instance of the code of the prelude, the postlude and
the procedures of the class).
shall be given later on.

An example of the use of the class concept

The class concept, by separating the use of the

"abstract" data from its concrete representation,can provide the system
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with a layer structure.

By using classes to build layers of .software,

modifications in one l ayer can have no effect on the following one as f t,·,

the modifications d~ not affect the interfaee between the two layers bul
only the representat i on of the first one.

This is why the class concep t

help to give the system a resource structure instead of a process struc tui••

Hoare lref CS13, CS14 J s hows how to surround using classes each type of
resource, physical or virtual, with layers of software which, step by s t~ .
provide the programmer with a better machine.
The block and c lass concepts indicate the scope of the identifiers ;,:, '

the rights and modes of access to the objects of the system .

This is

achieved firstly by giving symbolic names to the objects and secondly by
restricting 'the scope of these names to a given area.

In Algol 60 an ob je-c i.

declared in a block can only be accessed from this block and the enclosed
blocks;

everywhere else all occurrences of the identifier which corresponr.l.:c

to the object are forbidden unless this identifier represents another ob:iect
(declaration of the same ident i.fier in an outer block).

A starred identiLc:·

declared in a class can be accessed from the blocks ( and enclosed block s} i r:
,-,hich an instance of this block has been declared.

The identifier must hf,

preceded by the name of the i nstance followed by a dot.
a static mode of access to the objects:

A language defi nef·

a constant can only be read, a

variable read or written, and finally a routine executed .

But in fact with

the class concept modes of access are dynamic, a starred variable can be
read and written ins ide the class through its routines but only read from
outside.

These concepts of blocksi procedures and classes must also be
considered as to their amenability to correctness proof techniques.

When ~·

call to a routine is met it must be determined which precondition P must • ~.
true before execution in order

to have a relation R satisfied afterwards ,

A procedure has the following syntaY.:

Procedure procname;

formal parameter list ••• ;

begin
declaration of local variables and procedures ••• ;
body of the procedure •• ,

~;

The precondition P and R should only contain the actual parameter (and the

name of the procedure in the case that it is a function).
parameters should be as clean as possible.

The passing of

The passing by name as in

Algol 60 is to be avoided and the best is certainly the passing by value

with the res~lt. if any~ going through the name of the procedure (function
of Algol 60).

Side-effects due to the use of global variables and

Nferencea should be avoided.

The interest of the class concept _is that its

proof can be cut in the same way as the use of the abstract data is
separated from its actual representation.

From the point of view of a

program which calls a procedure of a class it is necessary to know only

which precondition P must be true befo!'e execution of the procedure to have

a condition R satisfied.
of the procedure.

P and R, as we have said, contain only parameters

No use is made of t~e local variables of the class.

To

prove that the procedure acts in the correct manner we need an invariant I
representing the relation between the local variables of the class before
and after the execution of the procedure .

So we need to prove that if P

and I are satisfied before •xecution. then Rand I are satisfied afterwards.
In order to keep this invariant true, local variables of the class can only
be modified through its procedures and only be read from outside.

In fact

putting a star in front of an ident i.fier has the same effect as providing

the function which always gives,back the value of the variable as a result.
•A: integer= function outside A: integer; outside A:= A;

where A: integer.
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Finally the language should have a aMll nl.Ullber of clear and powerI L' ··.
control statements (if .•. then ••• else, case ••• of, while etc.)

The

goto statements aho\.\ld be avoided as much as. possible and replaced by e:,,.1 ~
and return statements.

But in

SO'llle

cases goto statements can be useful,

therefore the language might have them.

Security of Data.
Associating types with the objects 111anipulated by the language has
111Ultiple advantages:

it makes the progttam more readable and machine-

independent and it enables checks to be 111ade at compile-time that operatorl!:'
get the righ~ kind of operands and that actual and formal para111eters of

procedures utch together.

In Pascal besides the three standard scalar

t,ypes, integer, Boolean and character, the progra11111er is allowed. to create
his own standard types by enumerating identifiers which denote values.
For ex&11ple we can define:
!IR!, day of the veek

= (Monday,Tueaday,Wednesday,Tbursday.

Friday,Saturday,Sunday)
This type can be used to subscript an array.

But in spite of the fact that

elements of the type "day of the week" can be represented by the numbers
Oto 6 it is forbidden to aaaign values of this type to an integer variab le
or vice versa.

It is aleo possible to define a subrange of a scalar type ,

such aa:
~

middle of the week

= Monday

• • Friday;

or

!IR!. line

equipinent number

= l • • 1000.

It is possible in Pascal to aaaign an element of a given type to a variahlee
of its subrange.

That can lead \to unexpected errors in the case of overf'Low .

The language should indicate cl.early what it does in such cases (truncat ion~
overflow, W>dulo, etc.).

It could be inter-eating to have something like th'!:i

OH-CONDITION of PL/1 which allows the prograaner to describe .explicitly
what actions have to be undertaken when a special condition such as
overflow, underflow and division by zero occurs.

The use of type can also help us to use safely pointers.

Each pointer

should be characterized by the type, T, of the elements at which it ia
There is no need in a high level language, which allows

expected to point.

insertions of machine language, of typeless pointers.

The progra11111er should

avoid explicitly handling poin-t:ers by using the class concept of Si111u1:8 as
On the same grounds the language should have

much as it is possible,

synchronization primitives with implicit queuing mechanis111S.

There are a

certain number of rules which must be followed when using pointers.

The

scope of a pointer must be included in the scope of the elements at which
it points in order to prevent it from designating an area which has been
de-allocated and may be re-used for another purpose.

It should be

impossible to access via a pointer an object that we are now allowed to
access directly.

We can think of two notations for pointers:

!I£!. P = tT, which corresponds to the ref notation of Algol 68,
and

the class concept of Pascal
var c; class n of T;

type

P

= tct

A pool of n elements of type Tis created under the MN c.
A procedure alloc is used to allocate an element from the pool and
to assign its address to a pointer.

This pointer by its declaration

is bound a class, here c, and cannot point at any other objects.
Languages with a

static allocation of -..e.ory declare all the variables

at the ~ginning of the progrq and often use special options such as the
REDEFINES of Cobol in order to save 1.orking space.

It is the job of the

\

programmer to check that he does not mix the use of variables declared in
the sau redefines.

It ls certainly :safer to have a language,with a
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structure of blocks, procedures and classes, which defines the scope of

.ft.~·

identifier, and to use macro-tecbniques to limit the overheads of the stl'I ,.:
mechanism.

In this• way, a clear distinction is made between the need t(:

share working space and the need to give the same storage several interpretations.

This latter point corresponds to the use of the variant rec <:,r ···

of Pascal or of the union of Algol 68 •

I shall use the notation of Pase ,'. ,

and take an example.
memory: record number: integer;
occupied: boolean;
case .t: line of

subscriber: (selection: array (1 •• 6) of 1.10 ) ;
trunk: (signal: arraz

(1.

.8) of l .•• 16)

end

integer

integer

boolean

boolean

line=subscriber

line=trunk

selection

signal ·

By this declaration we have defined a record identified by four fields c f'
me110ry.

The first contains an integer, the second a boolean, the third b
\

a tag of the type line;

line has been declared in the following way

ln?.!. line = (aubscriber,trunk).

According to the value of this tag, the :fourth field contain~ either an

array of 6 integers between 1 ann 10 (t~subscriber) or an array of
8 integers between l and 16 ( t=tru.nk).
vary dynamically.

of 1 is subscriber;

The val 'l.w. of the variant field can

Th~ array signals should not be accessed when the value

this would lead to an error.

Therefore the value of l

must be checked before any access to the fourth fie.l.d.

That is why a

special statement like the case of Algol 68 or the when of Simula is needed.

We could have something like

~.!

rnemory.,t of

suhscribe'.t': statement l;

trunk: statement 2
end
or

when roomory. t : subscriber.

~

state1nent;

with maybe an else option.

Security of Parallelisn:,
We have said in the previous chapter that telephone applications have
a very strong parallaUsm aspect and. that it would be clearer to give the

system a process-per-call structure.

In addition to these processes

handling calls there will be p1"0ceeses modifying the tables of the system,
testing that the system works properly etc.

But there are errors due to

the parallelism that .are time-dep~ndent and therefore very difficult to
detect.

Let us suppose that two parallel processes want to increase a

co111110n variable i by l (i := i~l);

this instruct i on requires two memory

accesses, first fetching the ~ord i and then writing in it the result i+l.
The two following sequ~nced 4N possible:

first .sequence :

P1 fetches i = i 0

(i )
0

(i +l)

P,., fetc hes i

0

""

second sequence :

pl f e·t c he s i

::.

p2 fet ches i

=i

i

(i )
0

0

(i )
0

(}

P and P write the result (i +l)
0
2
1

i 0 being the foitial valu@ of i.
The two sequences give two different results;

increased by 2 and in the second by only 1.

in the first case i has

b,::,101:'.

Therefore the two parallel

processes need to be prevented from performing the statement i := i+l a:t

the same time.

There are several solutions to this problem but we shall

pref er the solution of a monitor which is both secure and adapted to the
class concept and the layer structure of the syate111.

The first role of ;;s

•monitor is to provide the mutual exclusion which is needed.

ror securit y

reasons the first r•1.1le is to say that all accesses to co1m110n variables mu.$t
go through the proce dures of the monitors.

J.s with the class concept , t he:,

common data are closely connected with the f-unctions or procedures which ,n •,r::
acting on them.

Because of the exclm.dor1 provided for the procedures, t hey

are executed sequentially as are those of a class.
correctness for the

t\o!O

Therefore the method of

concepts is the same.

We have seen t hat there are two main methods to provide the exclus J.or,

for the monitor, tlte first which consists of using private semaphores i s
too expensive and the second by inhibiting interruptions can present

problems in tightly connected systems.
provided at the level of the meaory;
the same time in the same word ;

eon1<1'1

There is always an exclusion
it is impossible to :read and write

st

If a variable takes at most one word to 1:,,:

implaented and if t he processes which have access to it can be split i nt•:)

2 disjoint groups, those which read the variabl es and those vhic:h write ln

them, ther-e is no need for- a monitor:

exclusion.

the hardware already provid~:i .:h!'!

But we have rarely this distinction between the two groups.

Often processes test th~ value of

variable a new value.

&

variabl~ and according to it give the

For example after ha·..,ing analysed the digits which

determine who is the called subscriber the process will set the state of
the called line to busy if it has not already been done.

Putting a star in

front of an identifier declared in a class has the same effect as providing
the function which always gives back as a result the value of this variable.
It is not the case with rr.onitors because an access to a starred variable can
occur at the same time as a procedure of this monitor is performed for
another process.

The invariant I must be true before and after any

executions of the procedures of the monitor but it may be false in the
The invariant is a relation which stands between the local var-iahles •

middle.

.

To allow starred variables to be declared inside monitors makes ·the proof

rule a bit more complex;

another invariant to be true at any point of the

procedures of the monitot' should be needed.

This feature needs to be used

very cautiously by the prog.ramnuer because it certainly breaks the security
that the monitors provide.
the star option.
lines.

We can, however, give an example of the use of

An arraj• of Booleans indicates the state of the subscriber's

From time to time, a

p1"<>cess

handling a call needs to see if the

calling subscriber has hung up his receiver yet.

The access to the state of

the line can be made directly from outside the monitors because the state of
the other lines has no useful m~aning for the process.

In other cases the

programmer should be very caut.tous not to 5.ntroduce tiae-dependent errors.
But all we have done so far to try to achieve security by a careful
design of the language will be jeopardized by the insertions of sachinelanguage.

It is certain ly true that the programmer can break any semantic

rules (scope, pointers I e·tc. ) • ' But ae ~e shall see later on we cannot avoid
using machine-language insertions, the only remedy is to say that they shall
be used only in procedures and classeu by programmers aware of the danger.

Protec·t :i.on.
We have seen how a careful design of a language amenable to compilt~tirne checks and program-proving methods can .help the progratnmer to be
fairly confident that his program reflects correctly his thoughts.

But

a fine language has not yet been created and even if it were there would

still be hardware errors to detect and we could not do without run-time
protection.

The t oplc of this project is not to speak about protection :·,·

I shall try to see ·t he relationship between the language and the prot~ct

mechanisms.

The mechanism must detect faults and prevent them from

spreading all over the system.
walls.

Therefore the system should possess fire·--

The latency time between the occurrence of a fa.ult and its detect:ior,

must be kept as small as possible.

As we have seen, the block and class

structure defines the scope of the identifiers and the mode of access t o
the objects of the system.

We shall define the power of

a., process as thi~

set of objects that process can access at a given time and how it can .sc:c,,s,r:i
them.

Different processes have different powers and the power of a process

can change dynamically.
Let us declare the following class:
Clas~ example;

begin
vl,v2,v3: integer;

v4,v5: boolean;

statement l;

inner;
state!nf!nt 2

_,
end·

We declare an instance of this class in a block vl,v2,v3 and pl cannot be
accessed from the block, v4 and v5 can only be read and the proceduN p2
can be called .

Wbe~ the procedure p2 is entered we get the right to read

and write vl,v2,v3 , v4 ,vS and to call pl.

At compile-time we have ensured

that the variables and procedut-es of the class were accessed in the proper

way.

We must do the satne at run-time.

provide that kind of prot ection .

Capability [ref CS16] systems

A segment of data or of code can only be

accessed by a process if thi s procegs possesses a capability or descripto~

for this segment.

The descriptor contains the address of the segment, its

length and the mode of u.ccess to the segment (6 bits in Plessey 250).

When

the process performs the block i~ possesses
-

a reading capability for

-

an enter capabili.ty for p1 ( t hat rooans that the process can

v4

and v5 (reading allowed)

call p2 and that the power of the process will change).
By

having called p2 the process pos~~$ses a read and write capability for

•
each variable of the class and an execute capability for pl.

'l'he interest

of the capability system is that i t copes with the structure of th~
language.

But the extta cost in time 3nd space is certainly a drawback of

the mechanism.

The bur(l.en can be alleviated by putting the mechanism into

hardware and ma.Jdng suffid.ently lax•g~ l!tt:gments (putting all starred

variables in one segmenti all non-starred variables in another etc.).

We

can provide some clues for another kind of protection 111echanis• by looking
at the program proving method$.

Insertions of propositions between the

statements of the program ~ource wt-re generated.

These propositions

indicated the relationship existing between ·the variables of the program.
These propositions could he coMputed at run time to see if the program is

performed cor.r.ec~tly.

'I"hie protect ,fon mechanim is certainly very nice but

much 1110re time wil l bl£ spent louki hg t hat: all is correct than actually
doing the job.

And error:, can occ ur when co,nputing the propositions.
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But we can keep the idea and say that it can be worthwhile p~tting chec: ;. ·

at some atrategic points in the progt...am (validation of inputs, passing ,
parameters}.

It cau be too time-consuming to do it automatically.

<'

It

should .be the progrrumner's r·esponsibility to include these tests in his
program .

Some work has been done in t his way (ref CS26J.

the program i:s made of recovery blocks .

The structu:r&

Each recovery block is composed ,·

a primary block whid1 can be related to a block of Algol 60, a class of

Simula or to some larger unit, an acceptance test and zero or more alter , •
blocks.

At the end of the primary block the acceptance test is perform, -d.

If the result is not satisfactory the first alternate block, then the

s ~:,.(. ; ·

and so on are performed until the acceptance test gives the answer ''cor.r·'~ >~ '
or until there are no more alternate bl ocks.

The fact that an ac:ceptanf•

test has not been accepted is not the only cause for the program to per f .::,·:·..

an alternate block.
an error.

lt may be due tc any hardware mechanism which dete ct?

But more than a means to detect errors it is a T11eans to recovi<,'.

Before performing an alternate block the variables changed by the block
which has just been executed must be restored .
complex.

This mechanism is a bit

The i.d ea of alternate block is however interesting.

It is a

means of writing two different algot"ithms which are supposed to give th1:
same result.

If one fails the: other takes over.

I have tried in this

chapter to show how we can bring rela ib i lity in programs by carefully
designing the lang~age.

We must pay the cost of reliability if we want

The-re is a trade-off to maktt between reliability and some of the otber
objectives of the l anguage.

Such a language should greatly help the

programmers to write safe programs.
like to speak about:

But there is still a problem I wo uL

it is the problem of overload.

When an error wh k l·

cannot be recovered automatically occurs in a unit, this unit has to be
taken away and a reconfiguration takes place .

The system may possess sp,,·: · :,

units, in which casie there is no loss of capacity.

In any case the syt,-: .:... ,
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must be designed in such a way that it can support overload.

This is an

important aspect of reliability as a characteristic of telephones is that
when the system does not respond quickly enough or does not work properly
'
the subscribers get impatient and keep putting their receivers up and down
and in this way increase the pressure on the system.

To relieve itself

the system takes different actions according to the degree of overload.
· it can cancel special services or it can see if a call is an urgent one by
testing the priority of the calling or by analysing the first few digit•
which indicate the category of the called subscriber.

In the case of too

great an ove~load the system can refuse to take into consideration new
calls by giving a low priority to the process which creates the call or by
regulating the traffic from outside by slowing down the speed of the scann~r
which detects the off-hook situation on the lines.
to take a decision about what actions

llUSt

But the system, in order

be undertaken to cure the

overload, must have a comprehensive picture of all the available resources.
•rt is difficult to do so without breaking the structure of the· system.

Furthermore, the system has to take the decision quickly enough to prevent
the overload from getting worse.

Starring c~rtain local variables of

classes and monitors is certainly useful to make them quickly accessible
from outside.

The problem of overload is certainly one of the most difficult

problems the programmer is faced with.

6.

Efficienc.i Req;u.5:::.efl.1ents,

Machine D~endence.
We have seen i.n the previous chapter that a secure language can he ::
the progralfllner to writ e 1•eliable :systems.

A program written i n a high 1

language works on a virtual machine and uses a vb:1:ual memory.
including machine-dependent features

O:t'

However '.

machine~code insertions, it bee<:

· possible to access va.riahles which are normally hidden and to break the
scope rules established. by the structure of the high level language.

lk .

trying to see how to r·esol ve this problem we need to know why there is a

requirement for machine-dependency.
A computer specialized towards telephone applications d.o es not .pos ~«'·

many arithmetic instructions as there is no need for real or deci.mal
arithmetic.

But there- nre ver,; special instructions for the handling of

I!O devices, for han<i.15.ng queu.e s or for working on fields of bits.

The

pieces of equipment which compose a switching centre are often very
specialized and vary very much from each other.

Their interfaces with t l:c

computer are not always "clean" and it is often difficult to make them c cr,1·
with the abstraction provided by a high-level. language.

Therefore it is

very difficult to avoid using the I/0 instructions of the machine expli c'. 'l:; ._,

1'here are other reasons why we could like to use the machine features,
na11ely the need to save space and time.

In telephone applications there

are very large arrays or other structures.

Several thousand subscri.bers

:c, .:,,

connected to a switching centre and we need to keep a large amount of
information about: each of them (the line number, the class of the subscrib€-.:".
the facility he wants , etc.).
to save space;

'fherefore we need to compact data in order

but this introduces the associated problemis of packing a n-:·t

unpacking data without i ntroducing excessive overheadl!l.

Thus the progra r:, ,"' ,·

must be able to control the way in which data is packed on his machine.
We must now try to find a solution to this problem of machine-

dependency.

The fi r-st one is to write for each installation an opt:imi:z:ec.

compiler.

The programmer can in this way write most of his program in the

high level language.

The compiler manages to translate the features of the

language into an optimized
sequence of machine-code instructions.
I

The

advantage is that a program can be 1nOved from one machine to another

without changing anything .

The immediate drawback in the cost of providing

an optimized compiler for each rt.achine.

Another, perhaps more serious,

objection is that the compiler cannot know whether to optimize the storage
space or the access time.

Therefore , an alternat:i.ve approach is to provide the language with a
secure machine-independent optimising facility.

An example of an optimising

feature is the packing option that many l~mgu&ges provide.

In Pascal it is

possible to aefine one's own scalar type, for example:
~ s u i t = (clubldiamond>heart~spade)

An element of the type "suit" can .be represent~d

by

2 bits.

Now ·let us

declare an array in the following way:
hand:

!lrray ll. .13] of sui't

This array normally ta~es 13 words to be imple'llll!!nted in spite of the fact
that only 2 bits are used for each element.

It would be dangerous and

expensive to have a compiler which alone decidts to compact the array:

we

have seen that in some cases we do not want compaction for efficiency

reasons.

Therefore it is the responsibility of the programmer to decide if

he wants the array to be packed or not.

This can be done by writing:

hand : pa cke_d ~rray [ L .13] of suit

The language called TPL2 provides four levels of packing, namely first
access, medium, slow and dense.

To al l ow the programmer to choose amongst

this large variety of options, a clear function of the cost in space and
time of each option must be given.
The Pascal-SPC report pre,ients a feature ·:o handle bits.
set type is declared in the following way:
word=set of lO .. n]

A standard

with n being the woI'<l. length of the machine.

In addition to the usual

functions and procedUI•t;s \tlorking on sets, namely set(S) which selects en.;!
element of the sets. maybe t he first one, and all(T) which gives as a

result the set of all values of type T, there is a function shift(l<,X)
provided.
K is an expression which is transferred to the type word and
shifted

lxl

othernise.

bit positions.

K i s shifted leftward if X>O and rightwa.1-d

The usual arithllletic operations can work between words and

between an integer and a word.

But we are still faced with the problem

that the word length is machine-dependent.

A lot of real-time languages have machine-dependent features.
Bliss [ref ~S3], which is a language meant to write 8ystems, possesses a
feature which gives the variables of the program an absolute address, fo., ·
example:

wa <p,a>

wa

word address.

p

position in the word.

s

size of the information.

The addition of many options or special operations to a language ca ·
quickly destx'<>y its simplicity and, however many additions we make, t her.,,
will st i ll be taska f::>r which the language is unsuited.

The use of Me r-•·: ,

cooe can help to solv-e this problem, but for reasons of security machine-..
code insertions must be embedded in
allied · procedures arE needed.

~

procedure, or in a class if sever?·;

ln this way the packed data, the periphera .!

equipment or other- r-t~source can continue to present a pleasing abstract i.·. ;,
to the rest of the s;:1stem.

Of cou:rse the class, but not the way in whi c'.J

it is used, will hav~ to be recoded if the system has subsequently to

implemented on a different computer.

b f'.

There is still the problem of th;;

interface between th~ classes 1'nd the procedures written in assembly

languag•s. on the one nide and the rest of the progra.111 on the other side .
The programmer who ',oii·J tes these machine-code procedures needs to know "::},(:

way the different types, arrays or structures are implemented, when they are
passed as parameters.

He will also have to follow some kind of discipline

to prevent awkl>lard side-effects from occurri~g.

Storage Alloc_a t,i_.?_.!!_.

We have previously seen how to compact data and how to use machine code
for efficiency purposes.

In the chapter about the structure to give to the

system we have seen how the use of macro-substitution can make the cost of
the one-process-per-call structure reasonable.

In this chapter we consider

more general aspects of store management.
The first method, which is the simplest, consists of allocating storage

statically at compile-time.

All variables are declared at the beginning of

the program and they are given fixed addresses.

The compiler can therefore

always generate the actual address of the variables in the code.
no need of links for the passing of parameters.

There is

The drawback of this

technique is that we do not optimize the use of s ~orage.

Many languages with

static allocation provide some sort of overlay (EQUIVALENCE in Fortran and
REDEFINES in Cobol).

By using this the prograllJlller can give

of the same storage in order to use the

sanie

several mappings

space for different uses.

technique has the drawback of being unreliable.

This

There are no checks that

you are using the storage .f or its correct purpose at any given time.

There

are two main reasons for this use of overlays, namely to share working space
and to give a data item several interpretations.
used to deal with these two problems.

Two separate tools will be

In the chapter on reliability we

showed how the variant record of Pascal or the union mode of Algol 68 can be
used to place several interpretations upon the sa111e item of data.
The block structUN of a language like Algol 60 can solve the other
problem in a safe way.

There are some pieces of information which are only
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needed for a short period of time.

The block !Structure allo"fS the

allocation and deallocation of space to be done in a nested way:

the

storage allocated at1 t he entry of the block to contain its local variablf:~:
is released at the exit and can be reused for another purpose .

What is

needed i s a s t ack handled on the ba sis of a last- i n-first- out policy.

Th<i<!

class concept, as it has already been defined, can co~ with this mechanisw.
When an instance of a class is declared the place for the local variables o •:

the class is allocated at the top of the stack as for any other declarat ion;,;
of variables. arrays or records.
and disadvantages.

The stack algorithm has some advantages

Amongst the draw-backs there are the extra overheads due

to the safeguard of information at the entry to a block or procedure and
the restoration of t hem at the exit.

The use of parall'Jeters passed by

reference causes an additional access to the memory .

Many machines providtt

special instructions for the handling of stacks and for relative addressing
(base and displacement) which can make the mechanism efficient enough.

But

there ia still the problem of the extra information required for the management of a stack.

As we have seen this may be mitigated by the use of macro~

substitutions if the stack size is critical. ' Another- problem is that each
process (and there may be several thousand) n,ust have its own stack whose
maximum size must be determined by the compiler.

However we cannot affor d

to allocate the M>Cimum hopper t ransaction size and for that we need a more

dynamic for111 of storage allocation.

There are still two mechanisms of i,torage allocation to describe, the
pool and the heap mechanism.
nested in the stack mechanism.

The allocation and deallocation of space is
This is due to the block or class st:ructure

of languages such aa Algol 60 or Pascal.

may be considered too r i gid.

As we have seen, this structure

With the pool the storage is explicitly
\

deallocated when no longer needed but a heap requires the use of a garbage
collector.

The garbage collector scans the 111eMOry to find unwsed locations

and this causes an unacceptable hiccough in a real-time system;
therefore inappropriate for use in a telephone system.

it is

The disadvantage of

the pool is the complexity of administering .the allocation and release of
variable length items of storage.

The class concept of Pascal is a tool

for the programmer to manage his own pools:

the programmer must give a

limit, n, to the number of elements he is allowed to create

When this declaration is met the space for n elements of type Tis al~ocated.
A specific element is allocated by using the procedure alloc(pointer),

pointer having been declared in the following way:
pointer: 1'c;
It is possible to do the same thing by using the class concept of Simula. ·

Let us consider the example of the Lables to analyse digits.

It is possible

to declare a class in -which analysis tables are declared a.s well as the
procedures and functions to modify the tables and fetch an element.

We can

write:

!n!

length

= l. • 20;

class analyse digit; monitor
begin

!I.£!

analelem

= record
~

drapeau: tag of

another: (next:length);
local: ( abonne : linen umber) ;

trunk: (faisceau:trunknumber)
~

,!1.£! analtable
~

;

= array

[0 .• 9] of analelem;

- analstructure: _!~ay lengt-h
freetable: array J.~h

~

£!.

anal.table

boolean;

procedure to modify or access an element of a table •••

for example, a function which, being given as parameters

an ;eleme:rt ,.of ·the "type length and a digit gives as a
result au .el.fl'lllent of the type analelem •••

initial.i.sation •.•
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(As a remark we can say that these tables are shared between several.
processes, the processes which handle the calls and a maintenance prog:~·iun

which modifies the tables).
I
We now give a more detailed example of the collhined use of monitors
and classes to buil d a system and in conclusion we see the implications o ·,
storage allocation.

In this example we use the monitor "multiple resour·ct.''

whfoh was given as an example of a monitor in a pNvious chapter.

In t hi:s

example we implement the software registers which receive the digits.
process when requiri ng a digit calls the procedui•e "want digit".

A

The

problem could be written in the following way:
class register allocator; monitor;
be&i_!l

pool: multiple resource (nbofregisters);

procedur~ read digit (digit:digitnumber;reg:l •• nhofregisters );
begin
use of machine code in order to get a digit· from t he
register reg and wait until it is done •••

.
class *register (line:line number);

•registernumber: l: nhofregister;
procedure -.want digit ·(digit:digitnuinber);

read digit (digit>registernumber);
register number:= pool.acquire;

inner;
..

pool.release (registermmiber)

end

.... ............ -

...
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A process by declaring an instance of the class "register" w~ll acquire a
register and will be able to use the procedure "want digit" but here the
problem is a bit mo~ complex because we have not only to find an available
register out of a pool but we have also to build a path through the switching
unit between the register and the calling line.
We shall suppose that an instance of a monitor "marker" has been

declared global to the declaration of t he class registeralloeator.

Inside

the class "marker" a class called ''builderregil!lterline" provides us with a
procedure :
destroy (linkused:path;line: l inenumber;reg:l •• nbofregister);

which releases the path built between line and reg
·by the function:

.

build (line: linenumber;reg: l. . nbofregister) :path;

Path has been declared in the follo~ing way

.

En!. path = array [ l •• number of links] of linknumber;

The array linkused contains the number of the links used to build the path.
The classes marker and builderregisterline can be built in the same way step
by step from the peripheral which sends commands to the switching unit.

declaration of the class registerallocator is given below.

The
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class regiateral locator: monitor;

begin
pool: IBUltiple resource (nbofregister);
t

mypathbuilder: builderregisterline;
~rocedure read digit (digit:digit number;~eg:l •• nbofregister ) ,
begi!_l

use machine code in order to get a digit from the
register reg and wait until it is done •••
end·
_,

class •register (line:linenwnber);

begin
registernumber:l •• nbofregister;
linkused: path;
~cedur~ •want digit (digit:digit nwnber);

readdigit (digit,registemWllber);
registernumber :::: pool.acquire;

linkused := mypathbuilder,build (line,registernwaber) ;
inner;
mypathbuilder.destroy (linkused,line,registernwnber);
pool..Nleaae (registernusnber);

-end
end.

A single instance of this class needs to be declared global to the processes
which handle the call.

That allows us to declare an instance of the class

register inside the processes.

But a further level of classes may be neede~

in order to achieve a better abstraction.

We . may want the

creation of ar)

array which will contain all the digits received for a call.

To do that

need to declare a aonitor that we call "buffer environaent".

Inside this

11,1 +.~

monitor are declared:
an instance of the class "registerallocator."

.

-

an array of buffer~ in order to contain
the digits.
.

-

a class called

11

my

buffer" i n which an instance of the class

"register" is declared.

'l'he class register allocates a

register and builds a path through the switching unit between
the calling line and the hardware register.

The number of the

register can be used to subscript the array of buffers.

The class 11 my buffer" provides each process with routines
to work on the allocated buffer.
An instance of the monitor "buffer environment 11 needs to be declared global
to the processes hand.li11g the calls.

'l'hat allows w. to declare inside the .

processes an instance of the class "my buffer 11 •
allocation of storage.
processes.

liere arises a proble111 of

The array of buffers is global to the call

The number of buffers corresponds to the number of hardware

registers receiving the digits, this nUll.ber is usually far less than the

number of call processes .

Another solution would have ~en to declare a

buffer inside the class myregister, but the drawback is that the storage

is allocated at ccllflpile-time in the stack of the call process and therefore
the size of the buffer must be multiplied by the maxillUll nUWlber of calls
which can be treated.

The first solution implies an extra overhead when

accessing the buffer.

The second solution could be implemented efficiently

if c0111plete

dUllpS

of variable l ength stacks occur a.a we have seen in the

chapter on the structure to give to the system.
efficient both in time and in storage.

The method will be

7.

Flexibility Requ~refflents.
A program to control a telephone exchange differs from most prograr:t!:;

in that firstly there will be many instances of it controlling exchanges c~
different sizes and possibly runni ng in different machines, and secondly

1- :-

has a very long life-time during which it will have to be modified to sc,,,w
extent.

Portability.

The problem of moving a system from one computer to another has
already been recognize d i n the chapter on machine-de~ndency.

switching centres can differ very much from each other.

Telephone

A local exchange,

a group switching centre or a district switching centre do not handle the
same traffic.

Some centres handle a large number of low traffic· subscrib1::1' 1 s

lines while others are mainly concerned with trunk lines.

Because they are

very different in t he amount of equipment connected to them they are also
different in tbe amount of data they have to manage.

The tasks they perform

are not the same (e .g. problems of analysing · digits, handling of service<';) •

It would be nice to have an automatic gene1•ator of systems which, given tLe
office-dependent characteristics, produces an efficient system, but the
differences between centres are so large that a separate system wst be
written for each class of offices.

Program and data which are comon to a

given class are grouped under the nan,e of generic programs.

We have alrend:::

seen that it is possible to isolate the: generic programs from the office~
dependent parts by structuring the system , and therefore office•dependent
programs will n.eed to be recoded each time the .system is tnoved.

The

Japanese with the DlO system use two languages, one to describe the stat~s
\

of a call and the second the transitions from one state to another. but 5f
these languages seem well adapted to describe the stages of a call it is

more difficult to use them to write maintenance tasks.
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Setting up the office-dependent data is. done differently.
part of this data also needs to be changed at run time.

The larger

It defines the

environment of a sw':itching centre (number of lines connected, types of
equipment, facilities required for each subscriber, routine tables, etc.).
Some people have rejected the use of a block structure on the ground that

data needs to be grouped in order to be more easily initialized and
restored in case of errors.

Therefore they make a split between generic

data and office-dependent data and try to generate the latter autornatJcally.
It is true that it would be advantageous not to have to write the program

each time the program is moved from one machine to another and to have

so•e automatic mechanism to do the initialisation of data.

It would be

especially useful bec;,ause of the large number of exchange~ a Post Office
administration has to provide.

DPL, which is a switching oriented language,

tries to resolve the problem in the following way.

"The program takes the

form of a collection of external segments which are separately compilable.••

A DPL program is composed of three parts
(l}

COHDEF(s) definition of common data.

(2)

COHDATA(s) storage allocation anci' initialization of common data.

(3)

Procedures.

You cannot compile programs and data separately without agreeing on the
access mode to the data.

Therefore the definition of the data is needed to

coapile the procedures.

In order to mke consistency checks on the initial

values of the data we need the definition of the data to co,npile the
COHDATA.

The storage allocation is done in the COMDATAs to allow the

size of the array to change fraa

OM

office to .aDOther.
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Example:
ZZ: COMDATA;

AA: COMDEF;

DCL AA COMDEF;

DCL l A(2). ;

2 Al BIN(l3);

A::: (<3,NEXTO>,<l,WESTl>)

2 A2 POINTER;

NEXTO: B(Otl): (<4,l>,<5,9>)

2 Bl

BlN(l6);

END;

2 B2

BIN( l6);

ENl>;

The result is

•

i+

l

5

9

2

6

5

3

5

8

3

l

-

I

The COHDEF declares
A as being an array of size 2.

Each element is composed of a

field of size 13 bits and a pointer to an unspecified area
-

8 as an array of unspecified size(*).

The attribute BASED means that the storage for B can be either allocated at
run-time or at compile-time by a COMDATA.

Each element of this array

cont•w 2 fields of 16 binary positions.

The COMDATA initializes A to

<3.,NEXTO> and <l,NEXTl>.

HElCTO and UEXTl are identifiers which only appear•

in the COMDATA and specify the eletMnts pointed to by the pointers
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A2 of All] and A[2].

The COHDATA allocates the storage and ~ven deterlftines

the range of the subscripts of 2 ar1•ays B respectively 0:1 and 0:2.

The

COHDEFs are separate,. from procedures in order to group the external
declarations into files.

In this way external declarations are not

scattered all around the program and can be referred to by a single name,
the name of the COMDEF.

The COMDEF is needed to C0111J>ile both the COMDATA

and the procedures using this COMDEF.

We must recall that DPL programs

take the form of separately compilable segments.

Separate compilation.

requires techniques far too complex to achieve reliability.
is a tool for the initialisation of data.

What we want

The block and class structure

presents so many advantages that it would be unwise not to use it.
idea would

be

A first

to declare some sort of COMDEF local to a block or to a class.

1'hat means that each time a block is entered or a new instance of a class is

created the data must he initialized from their original values from a
COMDEF file.
To allow the size of the arrays to be determined only at run-time
when entering a block (Algol 60) leads to the existence of a
contain these arrays.

0

pool" to

It would be better to call this pool a stack because

allocation and deallocation are nest~~.4.ue to the structure of the language.
l't is difficult to combine the two stacks because the compiler 111USt know

the size of The activation record of each block.

Therefore there will be

a pointer in the primary stack to point at the area allocated in the
secondary stack.
working
space

local

variables

r

l

l array

\

\

primary stack

secondary stack

The cost of accessing the array is now increased by an additi,onal access
to memory.

To allow the size of the arrays to be determined only during

the initialisation causes the loss of checks at compile-time.

These

checks can be done either• at run-time by creating at compile-time a templ,H ::

or in an off-line way i f the compiler generates a file containing the
structure of the data.

The initialisation of data must not be separated

from the problem of automatic recovery.

run-time.

These data can be changed at

If an erro1• occurs the environment will have to be restored.

Thf!

environment can have changed a lot since the generation of the system.
Therefore when an automatic recovery procedure is handled it is the new
environment and not the old one which must be restored except if the errt,r
occurred during the establishment of the new environment.
problem bas . been treated in a paper of Wilkes (CS17].

This kind of

The recovery ·block

designed by Horning, Randell, Lauer and Mellior-Smith lCS26] couid be a
aice tool to write recovery procedures.

By performing the first alternat e

block you will try to restart the system with the new environment.

If this

action fails the control goes to the following block to try to recover with
the old environment.
mechanisms.

Therefore the system will suppose some file

Each ti~e an instance of a class is created or a block is

entered which possesses an initialisation segment a tag in the files will
determine which one to use.

This problem is very complex and l do not

pretend to give a final answer.

It is true that the need for complex

techniques for separate compilation can cease if a language that permits
fast one-pass compilation is used.

Modification and Groirt:h .
It still remains to discuss the problem of modifications at run-tim~
and especially the growth of the system.

Telephone specialists stN!ss th is

requirement very Much;

it is one of the main advantages of a computer-

controlled system over an electromechanic one.

A lot of office-dependent

features can change 1at run-time during the life of the system.

The

111a.intenance operations are often performed by an off-line computer linked

to several switching cent res .

It not only prepares and modifies information

such as the routing tables and the subscriber's data but also handles the

billing and the treatment of statistical data.

Modifications of data as

far as they do not imply growth of tables are not very difficult to achieve.
The problem can easily be solved by having a process which waits for
requests from the maintenance computer or from a console~ handles consistency
checks and performs the modifications under the appropriate exclusion.

It

is considerably more difficult to modify the code of the system at run-time
without switching the machine off.

.

Modifications are lixely to happen

during the 40 years of existence of a switching centre and because

modifications on data are more easily handled, a solution would be to run
some parts of the program interpi•etively, in a
decoding of instructions.

way

rather simiiar to the

For exampie, if we want to add new facilities at

run-time, we would have to define eleDtentary .actions which are coJJllZlon to

all the services and wh:i.ch can be used to build them.

In this way a new

service would consist of a list of elementary actions.

The drawbacks of

this method are the overheads due to the decoding of the tables and the fact
that ~tis difficult to predict what the new services will be and so we

cannot choose an appropriate set of elementary actlons.
If changes occur in the existing hardware the only thing to do is to
recode the class that hides it.

In the French ElO system the ease of

1110dification is due to th~ fact that each piece of equipment is duplicated.
There are up to eight multiregisters which possess their own program and

act independently of each other\

It is possible to switch one off, change

its program, switch it on again and repeat the operation for all the
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multiregisters.
of equipJDent.

This ease of modification is done at the cost of the am,~,1.;; ·;
A solution for us would be to change processes in the same

way as user program~ replace each other in a batch processing installat for, .

For example, if we want to create a new version of a call process we sha LL

have to compile the new version, to load it, to allow it to handle new c a l : ..~;,
and to destroy all the instances of the old version as soon as they hav~

That could be another argument in f avou1•

finished handling their calls.

of the process-per-ca.ll structure with the need for good documentation.

There is still the problem of growth.

Typically, when a switching

centre starts functioning, it handles only half or less of its capacity .

Therefore i1: could be worthwhile increasing the size of tables and creating
new instances of operational processes at run-time.

In the same way that

hardware equipment is connected to the centre only when needed, blocks of
memory are added progressively.
the cost of managing a pool.

The drawback of such a feature ·is certainly

Most of the time it is possible to predict

•

the amount of inforir.ation used when the system runs at full capacity.

lf

the tables are small enough it is not worthwhile allowing them to grow:
the complete amount of storage will be alloc~ted for them at compile~time;

we will save in extra memory accesses what

we

lose in space.

But in a

local exchange the number of subscribers can be great (20,000 or more).

It

may be beneficial not to allocate all the space at the creation of the
subscribers• tables but to allow them to grow.

This may have

s01114!!

implications on the kinds of structure the programmer may need.

For exa1npl e

we can use multistage tables in which the first stage is fixed and

allocated at compile-time and the other stage tables are created at run-tirr.e ,

...

'

NIL

~

NIL
fixed

First
stage
second stage
created when needed

There can be a large variety of tables.

The class concept provides us

Mith a tool to describe both the structure of the data and the access to

elements.

These accesses can vary much according to the subscribers'

numbers.

It is possible to implement this table in the following way:
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Class subscribertable;
begin

!?f tsecondary;

var map: arrav (index]
-

I

i: index;

size : increment;
procedurl!:_ createsubscriber (numero:subsnumber;newone :tablee :-::·::-... . ,: · ·

~i,ap[ numero div size)[numero modulo size] := newone;
procedure changeservice ( numero: subsnumber ,facility: serv1mr1J;~; · )

procedur-e

. Erocedure newtable ;
be_gin
alloc(tr.apli]);

i := i+l

i := l; size:= 50

end.
with !IP,! secondary=~~ Uncrement) of tableelement ;

Written in this way alloc is a standard procedure which allocates from the
pool the storage for a secondary table and sets the pointer map [i],

Because the pool is allowed to grow the language should have a standard
procedure add (number of pages) which increases the size of the pool by the
given number of pages .

The drawback of the multi-stage tables is the extra

overhead in accessing an element.

We have to divide the subscriber's

number by the size of the secondary tables to get the information on the
subscribers.

In addit i on we also need indirection and subscripting.

The

indirection would haYe to be -perfon,ied anyway if we wanted extended tables .

,
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Another solut ion would be t o have t he Algol 68 flexi ble arrays.
size of the3e arrays can he det ermined and changed at run-time .

The

The

management of the pqol becomes di fficul t because contiguous storage must
be found when the size of the array increase s .

Th is method certainly

implies compaction and shiftfr,g of e xi s t ing information and is therefore

far too expensive f or r eal-time systems.
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Conclusion.
As Hoare has suggested, language to be successful should fulfil the

three following criter-ia - stability of specification, existing popularity
and sponsorship by a r ich and powerful organisation.

It would be wrong

fr ..:

the C.C. I. T. T. or for any Post Office Administration to choose as a s tam:!ard

a language which has not proved t<> be well-suited to the application.

Therefore the ideas put forward in this paper should be evaluated by writ :lnf
a

telephone switchfog program.
In this thesis I have tried to suggest the sort of language that miiht

prove adequate.
-

The main conclusions I draw are the foll~wing:

Structure •

The more natural structure to give to the system is the one-proces~per-call structure.

In order to reduce the cost of this structure compar~d

with the one-process-per-task one I suggest the use of macrotechniques fo1•
imple111enting procedUl'es and classes and the complete dump of variable-length
stacks at intervals that the programer will have to indicate.

I also

suggest monitors as a tool for synchronisati9n, but due to the tightlyconnected aspect of telephone system the monitors should be adapted to levels
of interrupts.
-

Reliability •

.1 have stressed the need for a simple and readable language containing
a few powerful concept s.

The language will possess powerful tools for the

construction of the system such as block, procedure, class of Simula and
process.

To achieve security the language should be amenable to a high

degree to compile~time checks and progru proving methods.

Blocks and

classes define the scope of the identifiers, the class concept links the
data structure with the routines operating upon themdeclared in a cl.ass can be rt!ad from outside the class.

A starred variabl"~
The language will
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give the programmer the possibility of creating his own type8, scalar types
and subranges.

Types are useful to check that operators get the right kind

of operands, that f6rmal and actual parameters match together and that

pointers po i.nt at the right kind of object.
in a high-level language.

Typeless pointers have no place

By the use of the class concept and the monitors

the programmer can avoid using pointers and queuing mechanisms explicitly.
Accesses to the variant record of Pascal will go through a case statement
which tests the value of the tag before accessing the following fields.
In order to use structured programming the control statements will be those
of Pascal.

We have also seen the links which must exist between the

protection mechanism and the language and have noticed the interest of the
capability mechanism.

.program

The programmer will have to define firewalls in his

to prevent errors ~rom spreading all over the system.

We have

studied the concept of alternate and recovery blocks which could be
•

interesting but still present a problem of efficiency •

-

Efficiency.

We have seen the interest of being close to the machine in order to
use special feat ures and to controJ. the mapplng of the high level language
features onto efficient machine code.

We have, however, seen the interest

of a readable, secure and machine-independent language which can encourage
abstraction.

The use of scalar and subrange types together with a packed

option allows an efficient mapping in a machine-independent way.

Howeve1•

there are many cases where the only :solution is to write the optimized parts
in machine language.

These machine language insertions will be localized

to procedures or to classes.

Great care should be taken by the programmer

when writing these implemen·tation parts.
concerned the allocat ion of storage.

A second aspect: of efficiency

We have seen the interest of the

concept of block , proc£:dure and class for structuring the system;

the use

of macro~techni~ues for impiementing these concepts allows us to combine
81BUOTHEEK MATHEMATISCH CEN'Tf!UM
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their advantages with the efficiency of static allocation.

The programmer

will be able to create his own pool using the class concept of Simula.

There will be, howev~r~ a pool for implementing the dumping of variablelength stacks.

-Flexibility.
The modularity of the system will certainly help to move it from one
machine to another.

We assume the existence of a file Mechanism for the

initialization of office-dependent data.

If it is rather easy to modi._fy the

data of the system under the appropriate exclusion, it is more difficult to

modify the cards and allow the system to grow without stopping the system.
We see therefore that the objective of fast translation is of prime
importance to reduce the time lost when modifying the system.
give a method to allow tables to grow at run-time.

However, we
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